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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

T

he importance of environmentally sustainable public utilities in the Middle East
is an improbable topic for a Washington
think tank study.

Yet, many countries in the Middle East face serious challenges providing utilities
in any manner to their populations, and the failure to do so is an increasing flash
point for public dissatisfaction. This study finds that providing more environmen-
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tally sustainable services in the Middle
East would be an effective way to address
many citizens’ grievances which go beyond the reliability of those services. It
would also help ameliorate deep dissatisfaction with the quality of governance
and help build trust between citizens
and their governments.

tions seek to guard their existing prerog-

This study examines three sectors—
power, water and sanitation, and solid
waste—in Jordan, Lebanon, and Tunisia.
While the three countries are different
in many ways, each faces increasing
challenges providing services to their
citizens. Providing these services in an
environmentally sustainable way would
also crucially increase each country’s resilience and diminish their vulnerability
in a chronically unstable region.

The vignettes in each chapter explore con-

Jordan has the most centralized system
of providing these services. Efforts to ensure service provision have often locked
the government into arrangements that
are expensive and protect elite interests
at the expense of sustainability. In the
case of water, the issue is existential for
the desert country.

conserve vital resources, and it would help

Lebanon has a very decentralized system, but aspects of it have been captured
by sectarian actors and business interests who prioritize maintaining their
economic and political power.

governance would, in the estimation of

Tunisia emerged from a revolution a decade ago with a keen interest in moving beyond the centralized control of
the previous dictatorship. It has found,
however, that fledgling institutions are
often incapable of implementing durable
change, especially when legacy institu-

atives.
All of the governments under study strain
to provide services today, and while they
have all expressed interest in environmentally sustainable solutions, each has
also faced challenges in implementation.
sequential experiments, many of which
were successful and point the way for
replication in individual countries and region-wide.
This study found that the provision of environmentally sustainable services would
have a number of salutary effects: it would
provide services economically, it would do
so in ways that minimize pollution and
empower local authorities that are closely
connected to their citizenry. But perhaps
even more importantly, providing local,
environmentally

sustainable

services

would address the yawning trust deficit
between millions of citizens and their
government. The halo effect of effective
the study’s authors, spread to many other
aspects of public life.
The topic seems mundane, technical, and
not worthy of high-level attention. Instead, it should be seen as the more persistent ways many citizens in the Middle
East see their government. Success in this
endeavor would not only preserve the environment for future generations but also
contribute to lasting social peace as well.

INTRODUCTION

W

ater helped make the Fertile Crescent
fertile, but the area is now among the
most water-poor in the world.

Growing populations and increasingly intensive agriculture regularly outstrip the yields
of rivers and rainfalls and deplete ancient aquifers.
The region’s wealth and abundance were legendary in antiquity, but today, the Middle
East faces similar pressures to those found throughout the developing world.
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Growing urban populations strain infrastructure, create unprecedented amounts
of waste, and consume growing amounts
of electricity required for transportation,
heating and cooling, industrial production, and more.
In fact, many Middle Eastern states are
even worse off than many of their middle-income peers. Civil wars and insurgencies have interrupted efforts to build
infrastructure and have driven high
levels of displacement, inside and outside of national borders. Ongoing displacement has driven the construction
of large swathes of informal housing,
sometimes only belatedly connected to
public utilities and often defying longterm planning efforts. Climate change
adds another layer to the region’s troubles by triggering deepening water
shortages, increasing migration from the
countryside, and driving high electrical
consumption in the summer.
Despite frequent international support,
governments often struggle to provide
reliable power, water, and solid waste
disposal. Adopted solutions are often
costly, require extensive ongoing inputs,
work intermittently, and are difficult to
maintain and to scale upward. Since citizens come into daily contact with these
basic services, it is no wonder that their
poor quality has often become a common rallying cry in the Middle East.
New technology-based approaches provide opportunities for this vicious cycle
to morph into a virtuous circle. Environmentally sustainable approaches to the
provision of utilities are often more decentralized, are less technically complex,

and generally have much lower operating costs. While there is no single definition of environmental sustainability,
sustainability efforts focus on bringing
processes into alignment with the regenerative processes of the ecosystem.
For example, renewable energy reduces
pollution and helps avert dramatic climate change, while water conservation
and recycling reduce pressure on the
water table. Twentieth century development often favored maximizing shortterm human benefit, while twenty-first
century approaches seek to align human
benefit with the environment.
A shift toward more environmentally sustainable efforts to provide public
utilities can address many of the grievances—and public health threats—that
animate today’s public debate. For both
local and national governments, these
initiatives create positive habits: local
accountability, distributed technical
expertise, and integrated planning and
maintenance. Smaller-scale, sustainable,
and more locally focused projects discourage monopolists and profiteers from
sweeping in, and they encourage greater
local participation and the development
of local skills. They can enhance trust
between central governments, localities,
and the populations they serve, reversing some of the skepticism that often
greets major projects. The widespread
international interest in sustainability
also gives local actors exposure to international financial institutions, NGOs,
governments, big business interests, entrepreneurs—the same groups that could
play a key role in promoting investment
and creating jobs for the region’s young
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people. Orchestrating the resources, expertise, and stakeholders for sustainable
environmental projects would create
competencies that flow into other areas
as well, creating a greater culture of experimentation and entrepreneurship to
invigorate local economies.
Success in this realm would require more
than technology and blueprints, however. The absence of trust is an enduring
obstacle. The Middle East has some of
the lowest prevailing levels of institutional trust of any region in the world.
Skepticism that projects will bring positive change—often reinforced by experience—makes success harder and breeds
more skepticism. Despair over prospects
drives short-term thinking, diminishes
long-term investment, and encourages
short-term profit-taking. People in all areas of society withhold the information
necessary to plan effectively, out of fear
it will either be misused or corrupted in
the pursuit of gain. Time after time, the
powerful in the Middle East have added
to their strength, while the weak have
stiffened their resolve to resist it. The
failure to reliably provide utilities has
become both the symbol and cause of
dysfunction. An enhanced ability to provide those services in an environmentally sustainable manner can contribute to
a virtuous circle in which services improve, trust increases, sustainability is
enhanced, economies grow, and public
welfare rises.
In order to explore the roles that environmentally sustainable service provision can play in Arab societies, CSIS
explored three countries in the Eastern

“

A shift toward more
environmentally
sustainable efforts to
provide public utilities
can address many of the
grievances—and public
health threats—that
animate today’s public
debate.

Mediterranean basin: Jordan, Lebanon
and Tunisia. The three countries have a
great deal in common: they are all middle-income countries, they have similar
demographics, and they enjoy a high degree of international interest and financing. They have young and growing populations, but they lose some of their best
young talent to opportunities abroad,
and they struggle to attract foreign direct investment. Subsidies strain the
public budgets, and agricultural sectors
are stressed.
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And yet, for all of their commonalities,
the respective governments have taken markedly different approaches to
governance. Lebanon’s centrally managed patronage system aims to satisfy
the country’s 18 sectarian communities
while ensuring that they remain divided. Maintaining the country’s precarious political balance has often shaped
the country’s development plans and
the organizations that implement them.
Jordan has experienced little of Lebanon’s political drama. The government
is highly centralized, with authority and
extensive technocratic expertise firmly
based in the capital. Tunisia is a new experiment in the Arab world, as it seeks
to build new systems as an escape from
the country’s authoritarian past. Often,
Tunisia has been hampered by the persistence of old institutions and the relative weakness of new ones.
Throughout the report, the authors assessed three key sectors—power, water and sanitation, and solid waste. The
study team explored governmental and
private sector efforts to provide utilities,
the obstacles they have encountered,
and entrepreneurs’ efforts to enter the
sectors with sustainable solutions. The
team also studied country-specific details, which often related to the political economies of states, as well as
sector-specific details that might have
relevance in different contexts. Interspersed in the study are brief vignettes
that give examples of especially memorable successes and failures.
The study that follows draws broader lessons from the successes and failures of

efforts to promote environmentally sustainable projects in the power, water and
sanitation, and solid waste sectors in Jordan, Lebanon, and Tunisia. While there
is a great amount of specificity in each
case and in each country, the report pays
specific attention to the twin challenges
of sustainability and trust. The authors
believe the two are related in compelling
ways and believe the relationship is the
same in all of the countries in this study.
Governments around the world should
seek environmentally sustainable methods of providing services for a host of
reasons. Similarly, governments should
seek to promote trust for many reasons

“

The Middle East’s
environmental stresses
put a special premium
on environmental
sustainability, and the
region’s enduring trust
deficit puts a special
premium on the trust.
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as well. The authors are convinced that
the Middle East’s environmental stresses
put a special premium on environmental
sustainability, and the region’s enduring
trust deficit puts a special premium on
the trust. Not only is success in both areas necessary for success in either, but
success in both would also have positive
effects that reach deeply into Middle
Eastern societies.
Middle Eastern states have explored any
number of paths in the last century to
achieve prosperity and security. Most
have struggled, sometimes serially, to
secure lasting results. The challenges
described here do not merely represent
threats to the region’s hopes. They also
represent a route to realize many of the
region’s most enduring aspirations.

JORDAN
T

he Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, a desert country with few energy resources and
even less water, seems to have survived
them all:
regional wars, lost territory, influxes of refugees which overwhelmed the local population, and a conflict with those refugees. Even during the Arab Spring, which swept
through the region supplanting and shaking decades-old regimes, Jordan experienced
waves of protests but no revolution.
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The monarchy has skillfully consolidated power since Jordan’s independence in
1947—in part by eliciting outside support
from Western governments and regional
governments alike. Appreciated by many
as a vital state in a volatile neighborhood,
Jordan has survived by drawing millions,
and then billions, of dollars in external
aid. By using the proceeds of that assistance to carefully appease powerful tribes
and distribute a generous mix of subsidies
and public sector jobs, the government
has been able to withstand decades of latent discontent, but not without a cost.
Relative to the size of its economy, the Jordanian government’s spending is among
the highest in the world.1

waste management are not just good for

This generous external financing has had
concrete benefits for service provision. The
dispersed population is widely connected
to electricity and water networks. The majority of wastewater is treated and reused.
Still, Jordan must do better than average
to survive. Jordan is the second-most water scarce country in the world. Climate
change and population bursts have accelerated the problem. While it has the
world’s eighth-largest supply of oil shale, it
has no oil reservoirs and little natural gas.2
Consequently, Jordan has been dependent
on outsiders for energy and development
aid for decades. The 2008 global recession, gas supply interruptions, and wars
rocked regional trade and infrastructure.
Covid-related economic costs have catapulted Jordan’s debt to over 100 percent of
its GDP.3

ly

Committing to environmentally sustainable solutions to service provision in the
power sector, water and sanitation, and

ly since the country was founded, and most

the environment, they are cost effective
and necessary for meeting the needs of a
population that is projected to increase by
20 percent in the next decade.4

The population
of Jordan has
grown immensesince

the

GOVERNANCE
OF SERVICE
DELIVERY

country was carved from the ruins of the
Ottoman Empire after World War I. The royal family migrated from the Arabian Peninsula at that time, and while it did not have
deep local roots, it proved skillful at balancing relations between the country’s existing tribes and winning their allegiance. The
British Mandate, which governed Jordan for
the first two decades, always acknowledged
Jordan’s strategic importance. The United
States and the United Kingdom in particular valued Jordan as a staunch ally and an
important buffer for Israel. More than most
countries, Jordan benefited from Western
engineering support, and the influx of Palestinians—first in 1948 and then in 1967—
provided a population that was increasingly
cosmopolitan and eager for education.
The population of Jordan has swelled greatof Jordan’s major cities are largely new. The
capital, Amman, had perhaps 1,000 house-
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holds a century ago and now hosts more
than 4 million residents. The Hashemite
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monarchy that rules the kingdom consis-

JORDAN

tently has placed a premium on deploying
modernization and political balancing in
equal measure. While it established authorities to provide utility services, the services
are often delivered in a manner sensitive to
political concerns. The government’s political tasks have often dictated a strong hand
from Amman, and in some cases, bred resentment between local populations and
the central government.

POWER
Thousands took to the streets in Jordan
to protest rising prices—including fuel—
in 1989, 1996, 2012, and 2018. Importing

nearly 100 percent of its energy needs
has meant that Jordan’s leadership has
been engaged in a delicate foreign policy
dance to sustain cheap energy and electricity prices for its citizens.
However, the loss of regional largesse in
recent decades meant that Jordan had
to increasingly turn to the United States
and international financial institutions
and deal with mounting national debt
through unpopular austerity measures.
The power sector was considered a priority for such reforms.
The government gradually phased out
energy subsidies and raised tariffs on
some of its largest consumers (e.g., ICT
companies and hotels). It privatized the
generation and distribution of electricity
while maintaining a state-owned monopoly—the National Electric Power Company (NEPCO)—to manage transmission,
engage in power purchase agreements,

Jordan Electricity Sources
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and purchase fuel for power generation
companies.
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Even so, regional turmoil still made Jordan vulnerable. As unrest swelled during
the Arab Spring, terrorists attacked the
gas pipeline from Egypt more than 24
times, jeopardizing vital supplies.5 Forced
to buy expensive fuel oil on an urgent basis, NEPCO’s debt rose.6 Bolstering a more
resilient energy mix became a priority.
Plans were developed to exploit Jordan’s
uranium for a nuclear plant and Jordan’s
oil shale reserves.7 Yet, with large expanses of desert, more than 310 days of sun a
year, and strong winds, renewables were
a clear unexploited resource.
As early as 2012, as ideas for nuclear,
oil shale, and new gas projects were still
being developed, Jordan embarked on a
new frontier in renewables. Parliament
adopted the Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Law (REEEL) in 2012, to
incentivize private sector investment in
renewable energy, and created the Jordan
Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Fund (JREEEF) to support individuals
and small- and medium-sized enterprises. Jordan’s government planned to boost
electricity generation capacity from renewable sources to 1.8 gigawatts by 2020,
and it attracted billions of dollars of investment to do so.8 By 2018, Jordan was
ranked first in the Middle East and North
Africa in renewable and clean energy
growth and third in the world, according
to a Bloomberg report.9 By 2019, Jordan
had about 6,900 workers employed across
the renewables sector.10
Yet, solutions agreed to in the urgent circumstances of the Arab Spring began to

impinge on the growth of renewables. A
$10 billion agreement with Noble Energy
to import Israeli natural gas secured Jordan’s gas supply, but it locked the government into high levels of consumption for
15 years, arguably at premium rates.11 A
30-year power purchase agreement (PPA)
to build the second-largest oil shale-fired
plant in the world was signed, aiming to
meet almost 15 percent of the country’s
power demand.12 Pricing for that deal has
also been controversial.13
At the same time, renewables were eating
into NEPCO’s bottom line. The company’s
biggest electricity consumers responded
to higher NEPCO tariffs by building their
own solar facilities. Jordan went from
having too little electricity to having
too much. Yet, because the gas purchase
agreements and PPAs require NEPCO to
purchase fixed quantities of electricity
at fixed rates, NEPCO continues to buy
electricity that Jordanians cannot use and
cannot afford, with no way to export it.
Today, NEPCO’s debt stands at around
$7.7 billion.14 Servicing the debt costs
over $100 million annually.
In 2019, the government capped renewables projects at one megawatt, shattering investor confidence and disrupting
companies whose business model had
been built off of Jordan’s ambitious renewables strategy. When electricity peak
load dramatically dropped early this year
due to Covid-19, renewables were taken
off the grid completely—without informing companies or consumers. The losses
were tremendous, and many companies
are looking outside Jordan for future
business development. Some in the field
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CLOUDING JORDAN’S
RENEWABLES FUTURE
In early 2012, the Jordanian government and NEPCO increased the electricity rates
on banks and telecom companies by 150 percent overnight in an attempt to keep costs
low for individual consumers. The move dramatically increased costs for Jordan’s three
major telecom companies, Orange Jordan, Zain, and Umniah. By 2018, one of the
companies was operating in the red, prompting executives to search for a way to cut
energy costs. They found their solution in solar energy.
Orange Jordan partnered with Kawar Energy, a renewables company, to install a
37-megawatt photovoltaic (PV) farm, covering over 70 percent of the company’s energy consumption. Zain and Umniah planned their own. The arrangement was good for
the telecoms, but it created a crisis for NEPCO, which was relying on some of its largest
customers to pay steep rates in order to subsidize individual consumers. NEPCO had
gone deeply into debt to finance generation capacity, and it suddenly had both an
income problem and a looming demand problem.
On January 9, 2019, the Jordanian government capped all new renewable projects at
one megawatt, citing the need to assess grid capacity. Two years later, that cap on new
development remains.
The cap on new, large-scale solar projects has decimated what was once a market for
solar energy. Most solar companies have shrunk by 50 percent after the cap. Kawar
Energy has half the employees it had in 2018, and a slew of projects have been put
on hold.
With investor confidence shaken by the government’s sudden move, it might be a long
time until PV advocates in Jordan see the light at the end of this tunnel.
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who have continued to develop projects
under one megawatt do not believe that
such scale can stimulate job growth at the
same rate.15 Now, promising young engineers in the country are asking if they
should even study renewable energy.16

grid capacity, and it is now awaiting the
completion of an environmental impact
assessment.17 However, industry experts
have recommended that distributors,
who have very long-term contracts with
the government, also need to be proper-

Those in the business argue that the government is so focused on debt that it has
been making short-term economic decisions without accounting for how renewables could electrify the Jordanian economy over the long term. Experts point
to the possibility of using the power to
electrify cars, partially run desalination
plants, or simply encourage industries
to use more power. In the meantime,
renewables companies are looking into
storage capabilities, something that many
experts said needed to be incorporated
into planning years ago. The government
has also signed a preliminary agreement
to connect to Iraq to export electricity
and stabilize the load during times when
there is excess capacity. However, given
the regional experience so far, Jordan will
have to invest in alternative strategies.

ly incentivized to deal with the variable

Today, the country still imports around
94 percent of its energy, which represents approximately 10 percent of GDP,
with annual domestic demand increasing 3 percent. Advancing the renewables
industry is clearly Jordan’s future if it is
ever to achieve any level of energy independence and financial sustainability—
necessary steps for any country, especially one with such high debt in a chaotic
neighborhood.

ous aspects of the renewables industry

There are a few necessary steps for Jordan
to move forward with renewables. The
Green Corridor project seeks to address

ternal challenges. Making those planning

nature of renewable energy.18 In light of
the existing one megawatt cap, the legal
framework also needs to be revised to include individual consumption and storage capacity.19
Experts suggest enlarging the circle of decisionmaking and making it more transparent—particularly in PPAs—to find
solutions and prevent problems in the
sector before they begin. Fostering more
transparency in decisionmaking—from
the bidding process to implementation
and operations—will also be necessary to
re-instill confidence from investors, not
to mention the country’s businesses, people, and parliament. Such trust-building
steps will also encourage young Jordanians to begin developing skills in varito meet the demands of tomorrow. Given solar farms’ locations in desert areas
where employment outside the public
sector remains low, this could be a boon
for workers if they believe that there is a
future in developing such skills.
Renewables can help Jordan become more
resilient, but the government needs to
first make the sector more resilient to exchoices transparently is not just doable,
it is mandatory to bring confidence back.

WATER AND
SANITATION

Jordan did not have
much of an Arab
Spring, but it did have a parched Arab summer in 2012, igniting protests against water
shortages and disruptions. Some demonstrators burned tires, while others carried
empty plastic gallons in the street, clamoring for water to fill them.20
Jordan is in trouble. The country’s per capita water supply is only 10 percent of the
level that the United Nations defines as

the boundary for water poverty. It amounts
to less than 100 cubic meters annually. As
one expert in the water sector said, “if Jordan does not start making drastic changes,
my daughter will not have enough water
to live here.”21
The stresses of climate change, population
pressures, and problematic transboundary
water agreements add to water stress.22
However, there are other immediate challenges. Agriculture consumes over 60 percent of water resources while contributing
just over 4 percent to GDP. Non-revenue
water (NRW), or water
lost through leakage,
under-registration, and
theft, is approximately
51 percent.23 While these
are common figures
throughout the world,
Jordan is not typical. As
the second-most water poor country on the
planet, its margin for error is paper thin.24

Rainfall in Jordan
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Source: Jawad Taleb Al-Bakri, Mohammad Ajlouni, and Mahfouz Abu-Zanat,“Incorporating Land Use Mapping and Participation in Jordan:
An Approach to Sustainable Management of Two Mountainous Areas,” Mountain Research and Development 28, No. 1 (February 2008):
50, https://bioone.org/journals/mountain-research-and-development/volume-28/issue-1/mrd.0863/Incorporating-Land-Use-Mapping-and-Participation-in-Jordan/10.1659/mrd.0863.full#i0276-4741-28-1-49-f01.

To control water supply,
Jordan’s water and sanitation sector became
increasingly centralized
in the 1980s. Increasing
the water supply was the
priority. In order to deal
with demand, the government manages the
sector primarily through
the Ministry of Water
and Irrigation (MWI),
with the Water Authority
of Jordan (WAJ) and the
Jordan Valley Authority
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(JVA) underneath it. Together, these bodies plan, regulate, and provide services.
The JVA is responsible specifically for water sector development and distribution
of irrigation water in the Jordan Rift Valley. While the operation and management
of water and sewage services has been
opened to private sector participation
since 1999, asset ownership has been fully
retained by the public sector, and private
sector involvement has been limited to a
couple large infrastructure projects.
The centralized structure has had some
benefits as infrastructure needed to quickly expand. Today, 95 percent of the population has access to an improved water
source, albeit on an intermittent basis, and
about 63 percent are connected to a public
sewer system.25 Two-thirds of wastewater
is treated, and nearly 100 percent of that
is reportedly reused. Al Samra Wastewater treatment plant is one of the unrivaled
success stories of planning at scale. The
plant has gone through several expansions and renovations in recent years to
treat almost 70 percent of Jordan’s treated
wastewater. Through a mix of biogas and
hydropower, the plant is able to meet 78
percent of its energy requirements.26 The
plant was the first co-financed private sector build-operate-transfer (BOT) project
in Jordan.27 However, aside from Al Samra
and the $1.1 billion Disi conveyance project, which brings non-renewable fossil
water to Amman and surrounding areas,
the water sector has attracted limited private sector investment.
Even with these achievements to improve
sanitation and supply, Jordan continues
to use water at an unsustainable pace,

“

As one expert in the
water sector said, “if
Jordan does not start
making drastic changes,
my daughter will not
have enough water to
live here.”

Water Sources for Irrigation
TREATED
WASTEWATER
GROUNDWATER

26%
46%
28%
SURFACE
WASTEWATER
Source: Maher Salman et al., An assessment of policies, institutions and regulations for water harvesting,
solar energy, and groundwater in Jordan (Rome: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations,
2018), 10, http://www.fao.org/3/i8601en/I8601EN.pdf.
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PATCHING JORDAN’S
WATER LEAKS
The Jordan Valley is the country’s “vegetable basket,” but one farmer’s frustration captured the water challenge there succinctly: “Those banana plantations are owned by
the big guys; there is water for them. . . . The water problem is for the small guys and
the weak guys.” The history of water management in the Jordan Valley is one of maximizing political stability, not water conservation. In this arid country, influential tribal
members and landowners have steady access to water, while individual consumers and
small farmers struggle.
In 2001, the German development agency Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale
Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) developed a set of Water User Associations (WUAs) in partnership with the Jordan Valley Authority (JVA), the government agency responsible
for water distribution to the valley’s farmers. The scheme sought to create a “sustainable participatory approach” to water management to address both inequities in access and the JVA’s own resource constraints. In exchange for a yearly fee to the WUA,
farmers were able to lobby the JVA collectively, get access to assistance that the under-resourced JVA was unable to provide, and win the right to repair their own leaks.
The presidents of WUAs were typically powerful tribal leaders. As a consequence,
they hired workers to monitor pipes and open taps more often for the workers’ connections than their technical skills. Many small farmers accepted the trade-off. They
had joined WUAs mainly for entrée to powerful farmers who could lobby for water on
their behalf.
The WUAs have increased solidarity among farmers. For example, many are now
persuaded that stealing water from farmers’ shared pumping stations is wrong.
The goodwill does not flow to the Jordanian state or those outside the WUA,
though. One farmer said he had no problem with farmers stealing water directly from
the King Abdullah Canal. That is like stealing from the government, he explained,
and that seems to be fine.
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depending on underground aquifers for
over 60 percent of its water needs and
over-abstracting them by more than 160
percent.28 Many are becoming brackish,
with little to no recharge. While water
sector experts agree that dramatic resupply efforts through desalination and water
exchanges with neighboring countries will
be necessary, many say that there must
also be more pressure on limiting demand,
theft, and wastage.
Jordan’s National Water Strategy 2016–
2025 recognized these issues and aimed
to reduce NRW from 50 to 25 percent
by addressing leakages, illegal pumping,
and meter deficiencies. Donors worked
with Jordan to update pipes and introduce smart metering and rapid leak detection; such investments saved millions
of dollars and cubic meters of water.29 To
encourage water efficiency, the government introduced quotas and bulk tariff
rates on water.30 In addition, authorities
announced that between 2013 and 2017,
they prevented or stopped over 30,000
violations on water mains and resources and imposed stiff penalties for violations.31 The MWI said that it had also
gone after Jordan’s business and political
elite, sometimes at great personal risk to
the minister and his staff.32
Despite spending on infrastructure, corporatization of utilities, and donor projects to improve efficiency, reductions in
water usage have not been significant.33
Water experts continue to be skeptical
of the government’s commitment when
they see Jordan’s most water-intensive
agricultural enterprises in the southern
desert and the northern highlands, where

the water deficit is the most extreme.
The tension between the water haves and
have-nots has grown over the past decade,
as small-scale farmers are struggling to survive, and residents are forced to spend large
amounts of their income to supplement
carefully rationed water from the state.
The struggle has become violent at times,
with residents in the north blocking
roads and taking infrastructure hostage
to demand water.34 In the meantime,
many agricultural communities with access to wells have been able to maintain
their water supply. Reports have also
pointed to the difference between farmers. Some have argued that many smaller-scale farmers without political capital
still struggle with water shortages even
after shifting their water consumption
habits, while powerful landowners continue to use groundwater and surface water to feed water intensive crops, further
entrenching inequalities.35 For example,
while the government encourages using
treated wastewater for irrigation, some
wealthier farmers continue to use precious groundwater for low-value olive
trees to boost land values.36
Reducing NRW, increasing water conservation through treated wastewater reuse
and new technologies, and building up
supply is necessary. New technologies
such as hydroponic farming and drip irrigation could save 50 to 80 percent of the
water used in traditional cultivation.37
However, experts consistently cite the
government’s need to reform the agricultural sector through zoning regulations, lowering import tariffs on water
intensive crops to encourage farmers to
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grow less water-intensive crops, and allowing contracts for companies growing
in unsustainable areas to expire. However, powerful interests have been able to
lobby the government to hold off on such
measures.38 Increasing water prices may
discourage agriculture, but powerful interests will continue to find ways around
such pricing schemes.
Giving farmers at each end of the income
spectrum alternatives may be the only option, and this will not be easy. Around 25
percent of the poor, including many Syrian refugees, rely on agriculture for their
income, according to the government.39
Absorbing these workers and small-scale
farmers who can no longer make ends
meet due to water shortages has already
proven difficult. In some parts of the
south, the state’s security and civil defense
departments have absorbed 90 percent of
workers in order to maintain stability.40
Confronting powerful vested interests will
be even more politically challenging for
the government.
Direct communication with farmers and
landowners will be necessary to find the
necessary mixture of incentives and regulations to encourage farmers to shift to higher
value, water-efficient crops, or alternative
employment or revenue generation such
as eco-tourism or wind and solar farms.41
Developing reliable and transparent water data will also be essential for technical
experts and entrepreneurs to understand
where the losses are coming from in order
to mitigate them. This transparency will
also allow civil society to have a bigger role
in the solution through awareness among
the local population on water scarcity.

In order for any of these solutions to work,
the government must show commitment
by enforcing the necessary policies to
make environmentally sustainable water
planning effective. Much like importing
expensive fuel oil, growing bananas in
the desert and exporting citrus cannot be
part of Jordan’s future if it wants to survive and thrive.

WASTE
In the past decade, Jordan could no longer
deprioritize its waste management sector. In part due to urbanization, a refugee
influx, and growing economy, the amount
of solid waste from 19 of Jordan’s 21 landfills doubled between 2012 and 2019.42 In
northern Jordan, the urgency is particularly acute with over a half a million refugees
spilling across the border, straining municipalities’ ability to deal with newly generated amounts of solid waste. Most of Jordan’s
landfills are still unsanitary, meaning they
could threaten surface and groundwater—a
precious rare commodity in the country.
International donors helped northern governorates respond to growing waste management needs due to the Syrian refugee
influx but many municipalities outside
the capital and touristic areas continue to
struggle with a lack of resources. Amman,
Aqaba, and the Petra region are managed by
the Greater Amman Municipality (GAM),
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REEDING BETWEEN THE
LINES
Azraq’s oasis—wetlands in the middle of Jordan’s arid desert landscape—has been famous
for centuries. In recent decades, too much water has been pumped and too much untreated wastewater has been dumped, threatening the Azraq Wetland Reserve, groundwater
wells, and local biodiversity. The answer to the threats is as simple as it is elegant: reeds.
When engineers plant reeds for the Innovative Sanitation Solutions and Reuse in Arid Regions (ISSRAR) project, they will be doing more than merely revitalizing the environment.
The reeds will form the backbone of an innovative wastewater management system that
helps a town near the Azraq oasis turn its sewage from refuse to resource. The “constructed
wetlands” can filter and treat over 500 m³ of raw sewage per day—more than enough for
12,000 residents.
Compared to a traditional wastewater treatment facility, the constructed wetlands require minimal electricity and few highly technical skills to maintain. As a bonus, the treated
wastewater can irrigate crops, lessening the burden on dwindling groundwater resources.
The original concept was a hard sell to locals, though. Residents feared that the system
would smell and devalue their land. They also did not want to become a dumping ground
for other villages’ waste. A six-month campaign sought the support of key stakeholders,
while young volunteers went door-to-door to build grassroots support and answer residents’ concerns.
The technology deployed in Azraq has been used in other places in the Middle East and
around the world. In these projects, the reeds do most of the dirty work, and the people
reap the benefits. For those in rural communities who often find themselves doing dirty
work while others benefit, the project is a welcome change.
STAGE A

STAGE B
VENTILATION
SPRINKLERS

DRAINAGE PIPE

GRINDER PUMP
STATION

PUMP STATION
Source: Original analysis and creation based on “Raw Wastewater Treatment by Constructed Wetlands,” Blumberg Engineers, 2019, https://www.blumberg-engineers.com/en/ecotechnologies/raw-wastewater-treatment.
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Region Authority (PDTRA), respectively.
They have legal, financial, and administrative authority over solid waste management in their areas. The rest of the country depends on the Ministry of Municipal
Administration (MOMA), which often does
not have the budget to effectively manage
waste. Cost recovery is only 60 percent in
the Greater Amman Municipality and no
more than 30 percent in the other municipalities. Household contribution to solid
waste management represents 0.11 percent of GDP per household, a much lower
share than comparable countries.43

As a result, while waste management services are acceptable in large cities, those services are often poor or nonexistent in small
towns and rural areas, as municipalities generally lack capacity.44 However, the need to
respond to an increase in waste—especially
in northern governorates hosting tens of
thousands of new refugees—prompted the
government and donors to begin working on
a strategy for the waste sector. In 2015, the
government released its Solid Waste Management Strategy, which aims to achieve
a recycling rate of 50 percent by 2034 and
recommends the development of five major
composting facilities by 2025.45 Currently,
the amount of waste recycled still does not
exceed 7 percent of waste produced.

Jeff J Mitchell/Getty Images

Young boys
get heat from
a burning
rubbish bin
as Syrian
refugees go
about their
daily business
in the Za’atari
refugee camp
on February
1, 2013, in
Za’atari,
Jordan.
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Most recycling activities in Jordan are
still considered pilot projects and smallscale interventions. They are mostly initiated and supported by NGOs and other
international organizations for relatively
short funding schedules. The UN Development Program (UNDP), the French Development Agency (AFD), and Deutsche
Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) have all either completed or launched projects to develop sanitary landfills and sorting and composting
facilities, aiming to employ refugees and
Jordanians.
Formal private sector participation remains limited. The majority of recycling
is still done by around 5,000 waste pickers in the country. Syrian refugees have
entered the market in search of income
opportunities, intensifying competition
with Jordanians. Dozens of recycling companies, which waste pickers sell to, face
tough competition as well. The recent rise
in electricity prices has raised the costs
of recycling to the point where raw materials and imported recycled products are
cost-effective substitutes for Jordanian
recycled products.
With greater awareness, integration of
sectors, and inclusive planning, Jordan
could create an opportunity out of crisis by using aid to develop long-term,
financially sustainable models for waste
management. There are currently low levels of awareness in communities regarding waste management. NGOs such as
the Jordan Environment Society, which
started its recycling program in the mid1990s, developed awareness campaigns
to teach residents how to sort at source.

While the capacity of such programs has
been limited, they could be expanded to
reach greater numbers of people as recycling efforts expand. A 2019 Oxfam and
GIZ country-wide survey showed that 75
percent of non-recyclers said they would
be willing to recycle if proper facilities
were made available to them.46 Some projects also provide maps identifying where
a limited number of recycling companies
are located for those willing to bring their
materials to those locations. While these
efforts alone are unlikely to greatly expand sustainable waste management, they
could help with future planning and building awareness with local communities.
Due to high electricity costs, making recycling financially feasible is challenging.
However, if a more integrated approach is
developed, sustainable solid waste management could make use of renewable
energy, including waste-to-energy solutions, to mitigate the costs and reduce
methane gas emissions from landfills.
Al-Ghabawi landfill near Amman has already taken advantage of this technology and now has an installed capacity of
4.68 megawatts, only using 4.5 percent of
the generated energy for the plant’s operations.47 Some projects are also working with the 200 recycling companies
in Jordan and the government to enable
and incentivize commercial waste generators to use recycling services by reducing their overall solid waste management
costs.48 Since the commercial sector in
Amman generates at least 40 percent of
waste produced, this could be a significant step.49 Additionally, composting
could also create soil conditioner or fertilizer for struggling farmers, since more
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Garbage and
water waste
are seen on
the shores of
the Jordanian
side of the
Dead Sea, near
Shuneh on
April 16, 2008.
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than half of waste produced is organic. By

pickers may be left out. Some efforts to

improving cost recovery mechanisms, the

employ informal waste pickers have al-

government could better reach areas on

ready backfired when companies paid

the periphery.

them less than they would make on their

Many of the existing efforts are either
large-scale government efforts for major
cities or NGO-led projects. While NGOs,
in particular, have been able to develop
income opportunities for Jordanians and
Syrian refugees in the sector, further ex-

own. Understanding how formalizing the
sector could impact local economies and
job competition must also be better understood to assess the long-term costs
and benefits of scaling up sustainable
waste management practices.

panding sustainable solid waste manage-

By attracting private sector participation

ment practices could provide 1,000s of

at a larger scale and investing in the skills

formal jobs for women and men. In Jor-

development needed for this strategy,

dan, a fourth of waste pickers formally

thousands of jobs could be created in sus-

working on dumpsites are women.

But

tainable waste management. A participa-

as open dumpsites close down and the

tory and inclusive approach will ensure

sector is more formalized, many waste

that benefits outweigh the costs.
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In an effort to maintain stability and mitigate costs, Jordan has had to move slowly—too slowly some experts say—toward
policies that would make basic service provision more resilient and sustainable. For
Jordan, a country with limited energy and
water resources in an unstable region, environmental sustainability is existential. A
growing number of youth will expect jobs
in their future, something that the public
sector and agriculture simply cannot continue to absorb.
While connectivity throughout the region
will hopefully be the way of the future, Jordan cannot depend on outsiders for energy, water, or aid. With guaranteed debt and
advances of NEPCO and WAJ reaching 22
percent of GDP in 2016, financial feasibility will be paramount.51 Pursuing environmental sustainability in service provision
has the potential to decrease deficits and
vulnerability. Integrated and transparent
participatory planning could minimize the
growing pains during this transition and
create thousands of new jobs for a country
whose cost of living has skyrocketed.

LEBANON
I

n the rush to stanch the bloodshed and rebuild
Lebanon after a destructive 15-year civil war,
the 1989 Taif Agreement maintained Lebanon’s confessional system,

dividing political and economic power between the country’s 18 recognized sects. The
agreement had the effect of empowering warlords and transforming them into political
leaders. When utilities were rebuilt in the post-war period, the country’s sectarian parties
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became shareholders in reconstruction,
and transparency and accountability were
deferred. Lebanese have been paying the
costs ever since.
Early in the civil war, the government
created the Council for Development
and Reconstruction (CDR) to allocate
aid for infrastructure reconstruction. In
the years since, it has become one of the
country’s most powerful economic actors, spending billions of dollars in close
collaboration with Lebanon’s prime minister. The quality of service provision has
often lagged, but the CDR has served its
purpose as a political lubricant, rewarding politicians’ families and sectarian
parties that advanced their members’
narrow interests.52 Political peace was
maintained at the cost of effective and
efficient services.
While Lebanon’s political and economic power is intentionally fragmented, at
its core is a centralized system that distributes patronage. Localities depend on
the central government for services and
revenue, and they lack the resources to
develop their own solutions to the central government’s failings. Those failings
are legion. The World Bank says Lebanon’s electricity shortages are the fourth
worst in the world, and the public hails as
“electricity martyrs” those who die while
illegally tapping into electrical supplies.53
Only 48 percent of the population has access to safely managed water.54 The seas
off much of Lebanon’s beautiful coastline
have 100 times the bacterial concentration than authorities would cite to close
a New York beach.55 Lebanese pay one of
the highest rates in the world for solid

waste management, yet 77 percent of the
country’s waste is either openly dumped
or tossed into a landfill.56 In response,
popular protest movements have arisen,
and governments have fallen.
Today, the country is in crisis. Failures
in basic service provision are at the epicenter, creating widespread economic, environmental, health, and political
consequences. Lebanon’s intentional-

“

When utilities were
rebuilt in the postwar period, the
country’s sectarian
parties became
shareholders in
reconstruction, and
transparency and
accountability were
deferred. Lebanese
have been paying
the costs ever since.
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ly fractured, heavily managed approach
to public services produces poor results
and starves stakeholders on the periphery from the resources that would allow
them to provide those services more efficiently, effectively, or sustainably.

GOVERNANCE
OF SERVICE
DELIVERY

While much
of Europe’s
nineteenth
century history was about the homogenization of
nation states, Lebanon was carved from
Greater Syria in order to protect Christian
minorities on Mount Lebanon. However, as a national identity formed in the
twentieth century, it emerged in tandem
with Lebanon’s primordial identities—the
country’s 18 official sects. Lebanon’s uneasy sectarian balance burst apart in a
civil war that erupted in 1975 and lasted a decade and a half. When peace was
made and the country patched together,
former sectarian warlords became politicians and businessmen. The result was
a set of often strained political relationships that had economic implications and
economic relationships that had political
implications.
The country has few robust and genuinely
national institutions. Instead, individual
sects have captured many institutions in
the country, leading both to the replica-

tion of efforts and the limited authority
of national organizations. The Lebanese
system sometimes seems better at checking political power than executing it, and
this has proven a problem as the country
has been forced to rebuild from warfare
multiple times in the last half century.
Volatile politics and the periodic eruption of war have discouraged long-term
investments, and Lebanese coping strategies—often borne out of war—have tended to favor minimally adequate fixes rather than comprehensive reform.

POWER
Lebanon has long faced electricity shortages. Today, the effective capacity of Lebanon’s electric system is less than twothirds of peak demand, leaving a gap of
1.5 gigawatts.57 Some parts of the country
get only four hours of power per day.58 As
a result, many of Lebanon’s residents have
fallen back on old wartime habits, relying
on inefficient, smoke-belching diesel generators. State-subsidized electricity is almost comically cheap, with rates that have
not changed since 1994, but the costs of
supplementing intermittent supply with
costly diesel generators busts the budgets
of many Lebanese.
Power sector reforms would rebound
through Lebanon’s entire economy. The
state-owned Électricité du Liban (EDL)
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company holds a monopoly on power
generation, transmission, and distribution in Lebanon; its losses account for
40 percent of Lebanon’s national debt.
In recent years, international donors
and financial institutions have focused
attention on reforming the power sector,
to no avail. Specifically, the International Monetary Fund has repeatedly asked
the government to (1) reduce technical
and non-technical losses since only 57
percent of electricity produced is transmitted, billed, and collected; (2) increase
capacity by building new power plants;
and (3) increase electricity tariffs.59

Electricity Supply
and Demand
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The Lebanese parliament has tried, too. Almost 20 years ago, parliament passed Law
462/2002. The law envisioned that a new
and independent electricity regulation
authority would monitor the process and
grant licenses for power generation, but
the government has repeatedly postponed
the creation of the authority.60 Instead of
implementing the law, parliament awarded the Lebanese cabinet sole authority to
grant licenses and tenders for large-scale
power generation, based on recommendations by the Ministry of Energy and Water (MEW) and the Ministry of Finance
(MOF). What was to be a formal process
with rules, transparency, and accountability became an informal one with no clear
criteria for selecting bids.61
Despite its failure to implement the
2002 law, the government has continued to make myriad promises to supply
24 hours of power daily. It floats plans to
build six new power plants, rehabilitate
or close aging plants, switch to cleaner
and more cost-efficient natural gas, in-
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Source: “Lebanon’s electricity supply and demand balance (Sources: data was obtained from EDL,
Projections are based on team’s analysis),” in Ali Ahmad, Distributed Power Generation for Lebanon
(Washington, DC: IBRD/World Bank, May 2020), 12, http://documents1.worldbank.org/curated/
en/353531589865018948/pdf/Distributed-Power-Generation-for-Lebanon-Market-Assessment-and-Policy-Pathways.pdf.

vest in renewables, increase collections
on payments, and increase electrical
fees to reduce deficits. Yet, the improvements have been slow to come. Instead,
starting in 2013, Turkish power barges
running on diesel and fuel oil—rather
than natural gas as was proposed—have
anchored off the Lebanese coast.62 There
are now three, and they account for a
quarter of the country’s power generation capacity.63 They are more expensive
than generation on land, and the exhaust
is a menace to the populations nearby.64
Intended as a short-term fix until longer-term, more sustainable and affordable solutions could be implemented,
they have become a durable feature of
the Lebanese coastline.65
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TAKING THE POWER BACK
When residents in the small village of Qabrikha in southern Lebanon pay their electric
bill, they pay twice—once for energy supplied by Lebanon’s energy monopoly, Electricité du Liban (EDL), and once to fuel diesel generators during the EDL blackouts that
are a daily occurrence in southern Lebanon. Recently, they started paying a third bill:
for energy from a photovoltaic solar farm that the municipality built. With the third bill,
overall costs have plummeted.
According to one resident, connecting to the solar system cut electricity costs by 30
percent and ended daytime blackouts. Villagers like the system so much that when
it went down due to a technical glitch last February, villagers and the municipality implored the UN Development Program (UNDP)—which launched the Qabrikha project—
to get it back online as soon as possible. The savings have allowed the village to invest in
grid improvements and offer power to residents for longer periods for less cost.  
Still, the project has had challenges. While UNDP and EDL reached an agreement more
than two years ago for the solar farm to sell excess electricity to the utility, EDL has yet
to sign the contract or attach the necessary bidirectional meter. For now, customers
have to pay multiple electric bills.
Despite the challenges, Qabrikha demonstrates that there is a demand for sustainable
electricity in areas of Lebanon that have been historically cut off from electrical resources, for both economic and environmental reasons. Renewables keep the lights on
in Qabrikha, even if residents still have to pay twice.
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It is difficult to explain Lebanon’s
failure to pursue more sustainable
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power production through natural
gas and the construction of desperately needed new power plants.
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natural gas or renewables.66 Sectarian politics have also come into
play when the construction of a
new power plant was halted when
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politicians insisted that the plant
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be built in their sect’s area, dis-
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regarding the infeasibility of that
location.67
Many consumers have been look-
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ing to renewables to fill the gap.
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In collaboration with the Central Bank of Lebanon, and with
the help of international donors,
the Lebanese Center for Electricity Conservation, a branch of the

Source: “Lebanon’s electricity supply and demand balance (Sources: data was obtained from EDL, Projections are based
on team’s analysis),” in Ali Ahmad, Distributed Power Generation for Lebanon (Washington, DC: IBRD/World Bank,
May 2020), 13, http://documents1.worldbank.org/curated/en/353531589865018948/pdf/Distributed-Power-Generation-for-Lebanon-Market-Assessment-and-Policy-Pathways.pdf.

MEW, began offering long-term,
low-interest loans in 2012.68 The loans
were intended for individual consumption, but some larger-scale entrepreneurs
saw an opportunity. Increasingly inexpensive solar panels, when combined with

While the benefits of incorporating renewables in the energy mix are clear,
there are numerous challenges due to a
dearth of human resources at EDL and
electricity capacity. While EDL provided

subsidized loans, could provide econom-

a simple online application for custom-

ical and sustainable solutions for small

ers that both generated and consumed

towns. The town of Jabboule, in the Bekaa

electricity to acquire a bidirectional me-

valley, developed a project that combined

ter, they did not have the capacity to re-

PV panels with battery storage to supply

spond to applications in a timely way.71

200 homes, a factory, and a school.69 Oth-

And since EDL does not provide 24/7

er towns developed renewables as well,

electricity, solar producers were also

using hybrid systems incorporating gen-

forced to negotiate with numerous diesel

erators and solar.

generator operators to develop a hybrid
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system, creating another hurdle.72 Still,
some municipalities and individual consumers needed the alternative and were
willing to work around the obstacles. But
by 2018, Lebanon’s growing financial crisis dried up most of the bank financing
used to provide long-term, low-interest
loans.73
Developing larger-scale renewables is
even more difficult. Prior to the current crisis, there was a MEW initiative
to award a limited number of large-scale
contracts for solar and wind-generated
power.74 However, since these PPAs do
not require any capital investment by
the government, the investor takes on all
the financial and technical risks of working in Lebanon; risks which translate to
higher wind energy and solar PV costs in
in the PPA.75 For example, a wind farm in
Akkar is charging 10.75 cents per KwH
for wind power, when the levelized cost
of electricity is 7.8 cents.76 The margin of
profit will allow the company to recover
its initial investment. Even with this additional cost, it is still cheaper than EDL’s
average cost of production at 17.14 cents
per KwH.77
Renewables seem like an obvious solution for Lebanon’s persistent power problems. With over 300 days of sun per year
and a potential of 6.1 gigawatts of wind
energy, Lebanon is well-suited for renewables.78 Given the current grid capacity,
investments may have to start small or
be disconnected from the grid. Entrepreneurs in the renewables sector are ready,
and the assessments for capacity have
been done. What is missing is capital and
an appropriate regulatory framework.

WATER AND
SANITATION

Thirty years after
the end of the civil
war, getting access to clean running water remains a challenge in many parts of
Lebanon. Water providers have become
indispensable; key to Hezbollah’s rise in
the 1980s was the provision of free water
in underserved neighborhoods.79 Lebanon,
once water-rich compared to its neighbors,
now suffers from water scarcity. Its sea
fronts, lakes, and rivers are dangerously
polluted with raw sewage, often visible as
grey blotches on satellite imagery.

Many neighborhoods have experienced
hours of daily water cuts since the civil war.
Much like electricity, poorer neighborhoods
in the Greater Beirut area and southern and
northern Lebanon suffer the most. Trucked
water can fill much of the gap, but it can
cut deeply into lower- and middle-class
families’ incomes. Bottled water can supplement, as well, but it is even more costly
and adds to the country’s solid waste crisis.
There are many factors contributing to the
steep decline in water availability. Underinvestment, conflict, informal property
development, and planning splintered by
regional and sectarian tensions have hurt
water and sanitation utilities. The influx of
1.5 million Syrian refugees has increased
the demand on water services by almost
30 percent.80 Today, Lebanon claims less
than 1,000 cubic meters per capita of annual renewable water resources, the definition of water scarcity. Along with naturally increasing demand, climate change
could further reduce Lebanon’s water
availability by as much as 16 percent.
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to inform planning decisions.81 As in the
sewage, industrial, and agricultural waste
electricity sector, propositions have been
is still habitually dumped into the sea or
robust, but execution has been paltry. Of
the country’s water ways.85 The seepage
18 dams proposed as part of the Nationinto groundwater and use of polluted waal Water Sector Strategy for 2000 to 2010,
ter for agriculture is endemic, damaging
82
only a single one was built.
public health.
CUBIC METERS
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While there has been significant investment in wastewater infrastructure, the
benefits have not matched the spending.
In the decade after the civil war, the CDR
awarded 122 contracts in the wastewater
sector; 42 small treatment plants were
built between 2001 and 2004.83 Many of
the wastewater treatment plants were
built without the energy to function, the
workers to operate and maintain them,
or connection to sewage networks. By
2007, the country had only one operational wastewater treatment plant, which
did not adequately remove contaminants,
and only 66 percent of the population
was connected to an improved sewer network—mostly along the coast and in ma-

Like the electricity sector, parliament
sought to reorganize the water sector
about two decades ago. Parliament designated the MEW as the lead policy actor
in the water sector, and it consolidated
numerous water establishments into just
four regional ones under the ministry to
build and operate drinking, irrigation, and
wastewater treatment. Yet, the regional
water establishments never got the necessary resources to fulfill their mandate,
and overlapping responsibilities of different government institutions and local
stakeholders impeded progress. At least
48 percent of supply is still lost to leakage
and theft.86 Many Lebanese simply do not
pay their water bills, and even metering
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IT TAKES A VILLAGE TO
PROTECT A RIVER
In 2018, the Lebanese Transparency Association released a dramatic video taking viewers on an aerial journey of the Litani River. The Litani is Lebanon’s longest river, and its
basin covers a fifth of the country. But this was no tourism video. It showed a waterway
choked with waste from municipalities, farms, and industry, along with proof that farms
use the contaminated water for irrigation. The video and subsequent reports cite rising
cancer rates as evidence for the health consequences of the pollution.
For decades, Lebanese governments have lacked either the will or capacity to combat pollution of the Litani. But in 2018, Sami Alawieh became the head of the Litani
River Authority (LRA), the governmental institution responsible for the Litani River. A
lawyer by training, Alawieh rallied strong political backing to wage a war against pollution. Lacking a mandate either to manage sanitation infrastructure or shut down violators, Alawieh had to think creatively.
The LRA began recruiting a wide range of partners. Experts at the Lebanese University helped to measure pollution levels, and teams from the Faculty of Agricultural and
Food Sciences at the American University of Beirut assisted in documenting violations.
The LRA website asked citizens to submit evidence of pollution and polluters through
LRA social media channels, and Alawieh posted videos of polluters dumping into the
river on social media, engaging the community. The Lebanese Bar Association signed a
cooperation agreement with the LRA to provide legal support on environmental matters, and after just one year, the LRA had issued more than 200 violation notices over
the discharge of waste into the river. Activists then launched campaigns to boycott the
companies and factories while enforcement was pending. Alawieh was labeled a hero
for his campaign to save the Litani.
The LRA’s campaign has caused its share of disturbance. The campaign displaced hundreds of refugees, and it sued 17 local and international NGOs assisting them for failing
to properly manage the latrines servicing the settlements. Litigation also shut down more
than 70 unlicensed factories, putting people out of work in an already strained economy.
There will be limits to punishing violators without viable options for cost-effective wastewater treatment in the country. However, the LRA’s campaign is an example of civil society,
academia, and the judiciary joining together to do what the government alone cannot.
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remains an innovation in many parts of

also have long records of involvement in

the country. Starved for cash, handcuffed

local water matters, but their principal

by a public sector hiring freeze, unable

governmental contact is the Ministry of

to afford regular maintenance, and facing

the Interior and Municipalities (MOIM),

an unreliable electricity supply to oper-

which has a weak record of cooperation

ate its pumping operations, the regional

with the MEW.90 In addition, some of the

water establishments struggle to deliv-

municipalities have their own records of

er services.87 To this day, only the Beirut

tensions, which can complicate disputes

and Mount Lebanon Water Establishment

over water. In the words of one water

(BMLWE) covers its own maintenance and

expert in Lebanon, “the government pre-

operations costs.

tended that they were operating on a blank

88

Local stakeholders have emerged to fill
in gaps. Despite the MEW’s consolidation
of authority 20 years ago, more than 200
local water committees continue to operate independently of the ministry and the
system it established.89 The municipalities

HASSAN AMMAR/AFP via Getty Images

page, but the social dimensions were very
complex, involving many communities
with different ways of functioning together. Tensions between some communities
were not taken into account.”91
Overlapping authorities impede effective

A Lebanese boy fills his palms with water to drink from
a mineral water tanker that says “Hezbollah” on it in the
southern Lebanese village of Frun on November 2, 2006.
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service delivery and accountability at the
center as well. Lebanese complain that the
CDR and the MEW share responsibility to
plan, fund, and implement large-scale water infrastructure, but they do not coordinate.92 In light of these ongoing governance
issues, cheating has become widespread
because regulations are rarely enforced.
With this lack of accountability, the Lebanese public has grown especially skeptical
of large infrastructure projects, which are
susceptible to corruption. The recent campaign to stop the construction of the Bisri
Dam to augment water supply is emblematic of this mistrust.93
However, there have been exceptional individuals that have made positive change in
this complex environment. In Ablah, about
20 miles southwest of Baalbek, the mayor
played a major role in ensuring that a small
wastewater treatment plant continued to
function by collecting yearly fees from residents and hiring a competent engineer to
manage the project.94 In spite of some challenges, the project was able to better treat
the wastewater and irrigate farms, limiting
the usage of groundwater.95 Further south
in Saida, the South Lebanon Water Establishment (SLWE) hired 45 new engineers
and fired more than 60 inefficient contract
employees to allow the institution to function.96 The SLWE was not the only governmental institution shaking things up. In
2018, the new director of the Litani River
Authority (LRA), the government institution established in 1954 to manage Lebanon’s rivers and irrigation and hydropower
projects along Lebanon’s longest river, began
cracking down on polluters—taking big industries, municipalities, and even NGOs to

court.97 However, many of these examples
were successful in spite of the system, rather
than because of it. They also required some
level of political backing or, at least, acquiescence, which is not always forthcoming.
The checkered record of incomplete or failed
water projects has also damaged the reputation of international development agencies,
NGOs, and international financial institutions working in Lebanon. However, some
implementers are learning how to work in
the Lebanese context. In order to ensure that
water and sanitation services are more equitably distributed, some implementers have
shifted from unsuitable infrastructure to focusing on realistic inputs, communication,
and coordination. Low-cost and low-energy
wastewater treatment projects have been
proposed and developed, such as constructing wetlands to naturally filter toxins.
Decentralized wastewater treatment companies could be a promising alternative to
large plants that require energy and resources that Lebanon does not possess. A creative
initiative by the AFD linked French municipalities with Lebanese ones and used the
framework to build relations between the
regional water establishments, municipalities, and sometimes the CDR.98 USAID began working directly with local NGOs, agricultural cooperatives, and municipalities to
install drip irrigation, cutting water demand
considerably.99 Now, donors are working
with the government to improve its recovery costs; this is vital for continued maintenance and operations.
Lebanon’s waterways are in crisis, but the
country has the technical experts and entrepreneurs to develop solutions to the
country’s water supply and sanitation is-
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stakeholders, and equitably enforcing regulations will not radically fix Lebanon’s problems overnight, but it will help reinstate
the trust needed to ensure water is a public
good for all.

WASTE
When refuse began spilling into the streets
of Beirut after the closure of the Naameh
landfill in July 2015, it ignited waves of pro-

and used open landfills for years, harming
their health and the environment.100
These problems emerged in spite of the
country paying some of the highest rates
for solid waste collection in the world. The
company with a monopoly on waste collection and street cleaning in Beirut reportedly receives $140 per ton of waste.101 By
comparison, Algeria spends around $7.22
and Jordan $22.80.102 Only 6 percent of
solid waste is recycled, and most is merely
disposed of in unsanitary landfills. Entrepreneurs have been eager to gain entry to
the waste sector but have found it difficult
to break the monopolies dominating waste
collection.
At the national level, the Waste Management Board oversees developing waste

tests. Citizens’ discontent at the central

government’s

failure

to

provide

waste collection and
treatment

birthed

dozens of civil society movements including Beirut Madinati (Beirut, My
City) many of whom
rallied under the slogan, tal‛it rihatkum,
or “You Stink.” But
2015 was not the
start of Lebanon’s
garbage crisis, it was
only the year that
the crisis reached the
richer parts of the
country.

Lebanese

have burned waste
Source: Human Rights, Watch, “As If You’re Inhaling Your Death”: The Health Risks of Burning Waste in Lebanon (Human Rights Watch, November
2017), 46, https://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/report_pdf/lebanon1117_web_1.pdf.
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GOLD FROM GARBAGE
When the mayor of Manara, Hassan Ayoub, does his daily lap through the streets of
his small municipality in Lebanon’s Bekaa, he looks for one thing: small bins outside of
residents’ homes that indicate they are sorting their waste.
Manara is one of a few Lebanese municipalities that have teamed up with Compost Baladi, a startup promoting low-tech, low-cost composting solutions for municipalities, individuals, and the private sector. The company’s founder recognized
an opportunity to significantly decrease the amount of organic waste dumped or
landfilled—over 50 percent of the total amount of waste produced—through composting. Through the partnership, and the mayor’s watchful eye, over 80 percent
of Manara households regularly sort their waste. Compost Baladi works with the municipality to gather, dispose, and transform organic material into compost that can be
sold to consumers and recover costs.  
It was a long road to the Manara model. Past experiences had made municipalities
wary of private sector initiatives on waste. To demonstrate that their model worked,
Compost Baladi began small, working with groceries and then residences on domestic sorting and composting. After demonstrating their proof-of-concept—and demonstrating that they were not just creating another problem—they were able to scale up.
Local as it is, Compost Baladi’s municipal interventions were only made possible because international donors, such as the Dutch VNG International in Manara’s case,
made significant investments covering the cost of infrastructure.
The economic crisis has limited imported products and opened new opportunities
for the locally made compost. But since most of the machinery and equipment used in
a composting facility are paid for in dollars and the compost it produces is paid for in
Lebanese liras, the sharp drop in the value of the lira has created problems for investors. While Compost Baladi is committed to working in Lebanon, its next expansion
may be elsewhere.
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strategies and authorizing a solid waste
management plan. Like in the water field,
authority is shared between the CDR and
different ministries such as the Ministry
of the Environment and the Ministry of Interior and Municipalities.103

palities may also prefer the cheapest im-

While municipalities are responsible for
solid waste management, legislation in
2001 effectively allowed the central government to siphon the Independent Municipalities Fund—money designated for
all municipalities—to fund waste management contracts in the Greater Beirut area.
The effect was not only to force all Lebanese to subsidize waste collection in Beirut, but also to starve local governments of
the resources they needed for solid waste
management.104

their business model for recycling and

mediate option, rather than the sustainable one.
Before the economic crisis, there were
many challenges, but motivated entrepreneurs were gaining ground—adapting
composting organic material to the Lebanese context. To build trust, some had to
start small, working with grocery stores
and convincing municipalities that their
solution would not backfire or cost them
anything at the outset.105 Ziad Abichaker,
who developed the first zero-waste landfill in Beit Miri, switched from a build and
transfer model to a build and operate model when it became clear that some municipalities did not have the capacity to man-

The 2015 crisis forced the government
to respond. The government expanded
landfill capacity and delegated increased
authority to local governments for waste
management. However, the central government continued to prioritize its own
projects, and municipalities continued to
lack the resources necessary to properly
assess waste management projects, making them vulnerable to the destabilizing
role of politically connected private companies managing municipal solid waste.
Ambitious but ultimately failing projects
included highly complex inputs not suitable to the current environment.

age the waste. Since few residents would

The effects of these failures went beyond
the individual projects by making it difficult for entrepreneurs interested in promoting environmentally and financially
sustainable alternatives to win the trust
of residents and municipalities. Given the
lack of regulation and resources, munici-

ulatory framework for participation in the

sort their waste for recycling at home, he
asked waste collectors to pick up the trash
without compacting it so it could be properly sorted later on. These success stories
spoke for themselves; municipalities began inviting these entrepreneurs to work
with them, but then the government went
bankrupt.
Today, entrepreneurs say that donors can
provide the upfront costs and, in time,
when they are ready, municipalities can
assume management. In the meantime,
creation of an enforced and detailed regsector, along with a realistic recovery cost
mechanism, is needed.106 What is clear is
that if nothing is done in the short term
outside of the central government structure, the waste crisis will reach unprecedented levels.
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ANALYSIS

Garbage lie at Dbayeh’s seaside shore north of
Beirut on November 28, 2017, after it was washed
away by the sea from the nearby seaside garbage
dump of Karanatina.

Companies, NGOs, and development agencies are learning that working within the

Lebanon’s current troubles should not

existing landscape to build trust and cooper-

surprise those who have been paying

ation with stakeholders is more challenging

attention to basic service provision.

but ultimately more rewarding than simply

However, in crisis lies opportunity. The

building infrastructure unsuitable to the

country has the chance to rebuild in a

context. Lebanon has the talented entrepre-

way that it never did after the civil war.

neurs, technical experts, and motivated civ-

By leading with environmental sustain-

il society to do this work, but they need to

ability, transparency, and cooperation,

be empowered to work constructively with

Lebanon can finally have inclusive re-

their government and communities or they

construction and renewed pride in their

will eventually look elsewhere like so many

public goods.

millions of their compatriots during the war.

TUNISIA
I

n December 2020, authorities in Sidi Bouzid planned a ceremony to commemorate the
10-year anniversary of Mohammed Bouazizi’s
self-immolation.

The fruit vendor’s protest against harassment from local officials had ignited nationwide
protests which swept Tunisia’s aging dictator from power and catalyzed protests from
Morocco to Bahrain. A decade later, Tunisia’s democratic revolution is considered the
only success story of the Arab Spring.
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streets of Sidi Bouzid last December, they
were not celebrating the success of the
revolution. Instead, they chanted and
shouted, railing against unemployment,
poor services, and the lack of local development.107 After a decade of failed promises, the people of Sidi Bouzid returned
to the street to call for a new revolution.
At the last minute, local authorities were
forced to cancel the commemoration.
Tunisia’s 2011 revolution created an opportunity for the government to remake
the social contract through improved
service delivery, but the government has
fallen short of Tunisians’ expectations.
As part of its effort to build government
accountability, Tunisia has embarked
upon a broad strategy of decentralization. However, the decentralization process has been slow and uneven, and the
central government has not provided
local authorities with sufficient support
to improve basic services of electricity,
water and sanitation, and solid waste
management.
Many Tunisians have now become disillusioned about prospects for positive
change. Despite lockdown measures for
the Covid-19 pandemic, violent protests
spread across multiple governorates on
the tenth anniversary of the revolution in
January 2021. There is increasing urgency
for the government to deliver sustainable
and reliable utilities to its people.

GOVERNANCE
OF SERVICE
DELIVERY

The Tunisian
government
rapidly
increased the
provision of utilities in the last half-century, but regional disparities endure. The
state sought to expand its authority in Tunisia in the second half of the twentieth
century and extended utilities services to
rural areas as part of the strategy. However, development was unequal and exacerbated interregional disparities. The state
simultaneously dismantled mediating
institutions—including tribes—and decisionmaking became highly centralized.108
The government concentrated resources
on several large cities on the coast, believing that was critical to Tunisia’s development, and neglected the poorer regions of
the interior and the south. These disparities exacerbated growing perceptions of
marginalization which reached a crescendo in 2011.

Tunisians had high hopes that their living conditions would improve after the
2011 revolution. But the government has
struggled to contend with rising demand
for services and stresses on supply. As Tunisia’s population has grown and become
increasingly urban, the pressure on Tunisia’s utilities has become more acute.
Between 2010 and 2019, Tunisia’s population grew by roughly 1 million, the vast
majority of whom live in urban areas.109
Tunisia is also grappling with the effects
of climate change. Summers are hotter
and drier, and winters are wetter, with
less predictable rainfall. Meanwhile, political turmoil, endemic corruption, and
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financial constraints have stymied the

The most prominent attempt to harness

government’s ability to make progress

the potential of solar power in the Maghreb

on its ambitious nationwide plans to im-

was Desertec. The Desertec Industrial Ini-

prove the provision of utilities.

tiative was a consortium of mainly European companies that planned to invest
$472 billion in solar megaprojects in the
Maghreb and then pipe energy through a
super-grid to Europe.112 However, the consortium fell apart and the dream never
materialized when the price of renewable
energy technologies decreased to the ex-

POWER

tent that investors believed Europe could

When a map from a German student’s

meet its energy needs domestically.

2005 diploma thesis went viral on social

Even before its demise, the Desertec

media, it captured the excitement of en-

megaproject had been met with skepti-

gineers, environmentalists, and business-

cism in Tunisia. Tunisian trade unionist

people alike.

The map was of North Af-

Mansour Cherni summarized local con-

rica and superimposed a red square over a

cerns at a conference in 2013: “Where will

small section of the Sahara Desert. If you

the energy produced here be used? Where

just filled that area with solar panels, the

will the water come from that will cool the

caption stated, you could generate enough

solar power plants? And what do the locals

energy to power the entire Earth.111

get from it all?”113

110

Solar Potential of North Africa

Source: Nadine May, “Eco-balance of a Solar Electricity Transmission from North Africa to Europe,” Diploma thesis (Technical University of Braunschweig, August 7, 2005), https://www.dlr.de/tt/Portaldata/41/Resources/
dokumente/institut/system/projects/Ecobalance_of_a_Solar_Electricity_Transmission.pdf.
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BRIGHT SKIES, BRIGHT
FUTURE
Ahmed Ernez was amazed at Germany’s success despite its cloudy skies. The Tunisian
electrical engineer had moved to Berlin to work in Germany’s innovative solar energy
industry and was convinced his perpetually sunny homeland held even more potential. But the German technology was too expensive for the Tunisian market. Instead of
exporting it to Tunisia, he founded his own company, Biome Solar Industry (BSI), and
manufactured affordable solar water heaters in Tunisia for Tunisians.
BSI worked within the government’s PROSOL mechanism. Under PROSOL, Tunisia’s
national electricity utility vets the financial viability of potential clients and then provides them with subsidized credit and a loan that is repayable through their electricity
bill, ensuring the manufacturer gets paid and removing customers’ upfront investment
costs. A combination of PROSOL financing and a growing team of highly trained technicians have allowed BSI to thrive. It now exports its products internationally.
Despite being established in the Tunisian renewables market, a lack of public awareness about solar technology remains an issue. BSI has taken to social media to educate
Tunisians on the myriad benefits of solar water heaters. One recent Facebook post says
taking a hot shower before bed improves sleep quality, while another states that hot
washing machine cycles cost less and conserve water.
Rising gas prices, increasingly affordable technology, and vocational programs mean
the Tunisian solar industry is also creating jobs. With help from the German government, BSI opened a training center in 2016 to facilitate installations and services in
Tunisia’s solar market. Trainees graduate with a nationally recognized “Qualisol” certificate and have gone on to found more than 60 microenterprises which operate across
the country. However, entrepreneurs without Ernez’s decades of technical experience
and international contacts may struggle to replicate his success. Entering Tunisia’s solar
industry takes more than just a sunny disposition.
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Although Tunisia has significant potential
for renewables and the government has
ambitious plans to transition to clean energy, the large-scale projects it has championed have often been met with local hostility. Opponents to these plans argue that
the government prioritizes international
companies over local initiatives, refuses
to relinquish its monopoly on electricity
generation, and fails to provide local communities with any of the benefits.
Tunisia’s domestic energy situation worsens every year. Growing demand forced
Tunisia to become an energy importer for
the first time in 2000, and its energy dependency has grown progressively more
pronounced since 2010. Tunisia relies
heavily on fossil fuels and imports natural gas from neighboring Algeria. In 2017,
natural gas and oil represented 94 percent
of Tunisia’s energy mix.114 Although nearly 100 percent of Tunisians have access
to the national grid, shortages in supplies
mean that electricity outages are common
in many parts of the country.
Tunisia’s energy sector is highly centralized. The national electricity utility, the
Tunisian Company for Electricity and Gas
(STEG), dominates the generation, transmission, and distribution of electricity.
STEG generates 81 percent of Tunisia’s
electricity, distributes all energy generated
in Tunisia, and exercises effective control
over the strategic evolution of the sector.115 In a sign of its power, STEG has thus
far resisted government attempts to establish an impartial regulation authority for
the electricity sector.116
Despite its continued reliance on fossil
fuels, the Tunisian government began to

“

Where will the energy
produced here be used?
Where will the water come
from that will cool the
solar power plants? And
what do the locals get from
it all?”
TUNISIAN TRADE UNIONIST MANSOUR CHERNI

integrate climate change concerns into its
energy sector development processes as
early as 1992.117 One of its early programs
to promote renewable energy is the Tunisian Solar Programme (PROSOL), which
was launched in 2005. PROSOL is a funding
mechanism to develop solar water heaters
as a way of managing energy demand. In
2009, PROSOL-Elec was launched, which
authorized the self-production of energy
and the right to sell electricity to STEG.
However, strong interests have fought the
introduction of renewable energy into the
electricity sector. In addition to STEG, the
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powerful electrical union has regularly
gone on strike to protest the development
of the renewable sector, which it equates
with dangerous privatization.118
After the revolution, new voices in Tunisia began to challenge STEG’s dominance.
Private sector actors and civil society
groups have tried to chip away at STEG’s
monopoly on the electricity sector and
push for a renewable transition, although
STEG still retains a preeminent position.119 Responding to growing pressures
to deliver sustainable services, the government updated the regulatory framework for renewable sources in 2015,
seeking to boost private sector investments and liberalize regulations. It set an
ambitious target of increasing the share
of renewable energy in Tunisia’s mix to 30
percent by 2030. These moves have had
some success. In 2017, STEG’s opposition to renewable sources began to soften
as it came out in support for some public-private partnerships. However, STEG’s
strong preference for large projects that
are connected to the central grid means
a top-down approach continues to dominate and smaller projects struggle.120
International donors have attempted to
challenge STEG’s domination by promoting private sector activity in the electricity sector, but they too have achieved
little success. The World Bank criticized
STEG for failing to meet the government’s annual targets for renewable energy generation, network expansion, and
the reduction of technical and commercial losses.121 The bank argued that STEG
needed to accept that its former role in
the electricity sector was no longer viable

in the new context.122 The European Bank
for Reconstruction and Development has
similarly criticized Tunisia’s authorization regime, arguing that STEG’s contracts
disadvantage developers.123
In this highly centralized environment,
local authorities and entrepreneurs have
struggled to play a significant role. Businesses must overcome financial, social,
and political obstacles to succeed in the
electricity sector. The PROSOL initiative
remains active, and financing processes
have been optimized to facilitate the expansion of the solar water heater market.
The head of one company, Biome Solar
Industry (BSI), said PROSOL was critical
to his success. In addition to exporting
products across Africa, Europe, and the
Americas, BSI set up a training center for
the installation of solar water heaters and
has created 62 micro-enterprises across
Tunisia.124 However, foreign investors are
cautious to fund these projects, given Tunisia’s political instability and limited resources from local banks.
Entrepreneurs often struggle to convince
local communities of the benefits of renewables. Perceptions persist that renewable energy at the household level is
only for the rich, while the potential benefits for local communities—including
food security, water, and sanitation—are
often poorly communicated.125 Tunisians’
perception of energy as a right, and the
substantial subsidies they enjoy from the
government, further diminishes their interest in renewable technologies. Tunisia spends 5 percent of its GDP on fuel
subsidies. Although the government has
embarked on a program to reduce these
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subsidies gradually, the volatile social
environment makes it difficult to implement the strategy without prompting
large protests.
Tunisia has not yet been able to realize
the dream of fueling the world’s energy
needs from its desert, and it has failed
to even meet its own needs. The government has embarked on an ambitious plan
to transition to renewable energy and has
significantly improved the regulatory environment to achieve it. Experts predict

Tunisian protesters pose for a picture while standing on
a tank at the oil and gas plant in el-Kamour in Tunisia’s
southern state of Tataouine on July 16, 2020.

that although Tunisia will miss the target
of 30 percent renewable energy by 2030,
it will have made important strides toward that goal.126 However, Tunisia will
not realize its potential to transition to a
more sustainable energy strategy as long
as strong interests resist any initiatives
that challenge the state utility’s monopoly on the market, political instability and
subsidies deter private sector investment,
and authorities fail to change mindsets by
clearly articulating the benefits of renewable technologies to local communities.

WATER AND
SANITATION

In March 2021, a
national crisis in
Tunisia prompted the Ministry of Religious
Affairs to issue a call for the faithful to unite
in prayer. It cautioned Tunisians to respect
social distancing guidelines for Covid-19,
but the crisis it referenced was not the
pandemic. The government urged Tunisians across the country to pray for rain.127
Tunisia is one of the driest countries in
North Africa. Two-thirds of the country is
arid or semi-arid, and it is on the verge of
water scarcity. The water resources Tunisia
does have are distributed unevenly across
the country and are heavily concentrated
in the northwest. The areas on the coast
that need the most water have the fewest
resources. To make matters worse, climate
change is causing fluctuations in rainfall,
which is decreasing overall and becoming
less predictable. As a result, droughts are
becoming more common.128
Tunisia’s growing population and economy
increase demand for water year over year.
The government has worked to extend water and sanitation services to the population and has achieved above average rates
for the region. In 2016, the rate of drinking water coverage reached 97.7 percent
at the national level, and between 2004
and 2015, the percentage of households
connected to the public sanitation network increased from just under 74 percent
to almost 90 percent.129 However, Tunisia
has a high level of water mobilization at 95
percent, meaning it has few options to increase supply.130 Tunisia uses 83 percent of
its mobilized water for agricultural irriga-

tion, but the share used in the tourism sector is increasing, forcing two key sectors of
the economy to compete for the dwindling
resources. The water network is plagued by
deteriorating infrastructure. Between 2010
and 2016, the system had an average efficiency of just 59 percent due to physical
losses such as leaks, water theft, and insuf-

Tunisia’s
Bioclimate
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Source: Hana You et al., “Plant Diversity in Different Bioclimatic Zones in Tunisia,” Journal of Asia-Pacific
Biodiversity 9, Issue 1 (March 2016): 56–62, doi:10.1016/j.japb.2016.01.002; Dorte Verner et al., Climate
Variability, Drought, and Drought Management in Tunisia’s Agricultural Sector (Washington, DC: World
Bank, October, 2018), 24, https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/30604.
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THIRST ALONGSIDE A
RESERVOIR
A group of women in the remote village of Erroui in northwestern Tunisia staged a sit-in
by a reservoir. “We are dying of thirst!” they shouted, gesticulating at the reservoir full
of drinking water two miles from their homes. Despite being in Tunisia’s most water-rich
region, their homes and the school in Erroui are not connected to the state water utility’s
network, and the women must walk for more than four hours a day for water.
The Tunisian government delegates responsibility for water provision in rural areas
such as Erroui to volunteer-run associations called Agricultural Development Groups
(GDAs). GDAs were designed to be democratic and financially sustainable entities,
based on a model trialed in Germany. Rural populations elect directors to run their
local GDA, and the group funds itself by charging consumers for water.
Until the Tunisian revolution in 2011, the system worked relatively well. A government-assigned representative in each GDA monitored its functioning and ensured
consumers paid their bills. These representatives were often feared, so compliance
was high.
However, the government has retreated further from water management in rural areas
in the decade since the revolution. Corruption has increased, and some consumers extract more than their fair share of water. As service deteriorates, fewer consumers are
willing to pay GDAs for their bills. In turn, GDAs have fallen behind on paying for electricity to run the water pumps, and the state electrical utility has cut their electricity.
GDA directors say they are trapped. They lack the authority to enforce payment and
regulations, and they lack an independent body to investigate corruption. The GDA
in Erroui, like many others, has fallen into debt. Of the estimated 2,500 GDAs across
Tunisia, as many as 1,400 have stopped operating entirely.
Parliament’s instinct is to get less involved rather than more so. A new water code
would add wastewater management to GDA responsibilities. When civil society groups
pushed back, the government argued that it is Tunisians’ responsibility to elect effective representatives to GDAs. Whether they have effective representatives or weak
ones, rural Tunisians may be walking hours a day for water for some time to come.
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ficient registration of water meters.131 The
World Bank predicts water shortages in the
Greater Tunis area by 2022 if supply capacity does not increase.132
Before the revolution, the water sector was
characterized by highly centralized decisionmaking with limited stakeholder participation or consultation. The water code
of 1975 defined water resources as a public
good, banning private water ownership and
centralizing water management under the
Ministry of Agriculture, Water Resources,
and Fisheries (MARHP).133 Water was seen
as critical to Tunisia’s development, and the
state invested in costly infrastructure to
mobilize resources from the interior toward
industrial cities on the coast.
Toward the end of the twentieth century,
Tunisia embarked on a gradual shift from
a supply management policy to a policy of
managing demand. The government introduced water saving programs and sought
to correlate water pricing more closely with operating costs. Although water
management in most of Tunisia remained
highly centralized, the government decentralized groundwater governance in
rural areas. From 1987, the state began
to implement reforms to decentralize agricultural development and progressively
withdrew from local water management
in agricultural communities. The result
was the creation of water user associations
(GDAs) in 2004. GDAs are non-profit associations that manage collective irrigation
schemes or rural drinking water supplies
on behalf of their members.134 The structure aimed to increase technical expertise
in decisionmaking, reduce resource management, and encourage direct public par-

ticipation. However, members struggled to
collect fees from their members, and many
groups lacked the administrative, technical, and managerial skills to function effectively.
After the revolution, the government
professed an aim to decentralize the water sector but made little progress in that
regard. Water policy remains largely in
the control of the same stakeholders as
before the revolution. The national water strategies—Eau 2020, Eau 2030, and
Eau 2050—were mainly conceived by
the same government experts through
non-participatory processes.135 In 2014,
civil society pressure resulted in Tunisia’s constitution recognizing water as
a right. The government tried to introduce a new public water code in 2015
which factored in climate change, but
the powerful Tunisian General Labor
Union (UGTT) opposed it due to fears of
the privatization of the sector.136 A compromise was agreed in 2019 and sent to
parliament.
The changing relationship between the
government and the people has manifested in increased tensions in the water
sphere since the revolution. Protesters
in the interior have decried the government’s strategy of transporting water to
richer areas on the coast. “How can you
explain that the Jendouba region, which
has large reservoirs, is suffering from
thirst?” one man demanded in 2016.137
Following pressure from the World Bank,
the government pledged to increase the
price of water in 2018, but frequent protests have delayed the process. The number of Tunisians refusing to pay their wa-
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A rural woman
walks with her
donkey after
collecting
water in the
northern Tunisian
countryside of
Mateur on March
14, 2019.
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ter bills in protest at service outages has

The Tunisian government is simultane-

also increased.

ously grappling with growing demand

Decreasing rates of bill paying since the
revolution have also undermined the effectiveness of decentralized water management bodies. GDAs’ revenues come
from selling water but collect just 40 percent of bills.

for water, decreasing supplies, and an
increasingly angry public. Repairing water infrastructure to mitigate losses is
vital but will be costly and take time. Increasing water rates as a means of managing demand is necessary but should be

The groups lack the means

implemented in a progressive manner

to sanction farmers who over-pump

to ensure that the most vulnerable are

groundwater, and so have no way to im-

protected. The government must also

pose sustainable management of their re-

integrate stakeholder participation and

sources. As a result of their financial diffi-

consultation in its strategic planning.

culties, more than half of the 2,500 GDAs

Better understanding the needs and con-

in Tunisia are estimated to be inactive.

cerns of water users should enable the
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government to provide incentives to reduce water usage. For example, farmers
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should be incentivized to transition to
less water-intensive crops.

WASTE
In July 2020, Tunisian customs officers discovered hundreds of containers of suspicious cargo in the port city of Sousse. The
containers were listed as storing plastic
scraps for recycling but contained something else entirely. Not drugs, weapons,
or cigarettes, but tons of putrid household
and hospital waste from Italy.140 The discovery shocked Tunisians, who demanded
to know why Tunisia would import another
country’s garbage when it fails to manage
its own waste effectively. The answer was
money. Despite Tunisia’s ban on importing
foreign waste, the incident was evidence of
a murky global trade in which industrialized countries pay developing countries to
take care of their waste. The investigation
into the scandal resulted in the sacking of
Tunisia’s environment minister, who was
subsequently arrested in November 2020
alongside customs officials, a Tunisian diplomat in Naples, and national waste management agency officials.
Even without importing other countries’
garbage, Tunisia’s solid waste management
crisis worsens year on year. Growing urban
populations and changing lifestyles have
caused dramatic increases in municipal

waste. The annual quantity of municipal
solid waste produced in Tunisia increased
from 1.8 million tons in 2002 to 2.8 million
tons in 2017, and it is projected to almost
double again to 5 million tons by 2036.141
The increase in solid waste increases pollution, poses serious public health risks, and
strains underfunded management systems. It also carries economic costs. Several European tourism companies stopped
offering tours to Tunisia, citing complaints
about trash on the beaches.142
Tunisia adopted a relatively forward-looking, but highly centralized national solid
waste management program in 1993. The
new National Waste Management Agency
(ANGeD) was tasked with rehabilitating illegal landfills and creating controlled landfills.143 The government also established
a decent legal framework for solid waste
management, which defined different
types of waste and the roles of the institutions that are responsible for managing
different parts of the process. However,
municipalities were responsible for waste
collection but were not able to achieve financial or administrative autonomy, and
some rural areas were not covered by any
municipalities, meaning no one was responsible for waste collection.
Tunisia began to implement the first system of managing packaging waste in the
MENA region—ECO-LEF—in 2001. ECOLEF is a public-private partnership to collect, sort, and resell plastic waste to recyclers. The system is primarily funded by
a 5 percent “eco-tax” on imports of raw
materials and packaging made of certain
materials, including plastic.144 The government is supposed to operate a “pollut-
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VOLUNTEER TRASH
COLLECTORS
Tunisia’s revolution in 2011 improved many things, but the odors of Tunis was not one
of them. Trash collectors went on strike for almost half a year after the revolution to
demand better salaries, and waste collection systems broke down. Garbage piled up
and rotted in the streets.
The situation motivated some Tunisians to take matters into their own hands. A sound
engineer, a software developer, and a French expatriate in the northern suburbs of
Tunis founded an initiative “Tunisie Propre” to organize beach clean-ups and public
awareness campaigns on littering. The three volunteers realized they could sell some
of the waste they collected to recyclers if they sorted it. They saw an opportunity to
use the limited revenues to increase the environmental impact of their efforts. They
devised a plan to collect garbage directly from homes and businesses.
Tunisie Recyclage was born, a volunteer-run non-profit association that collects and
sorts waste from members, who pay a subscription fee. The association attracted the
attention of foreign embassies and international organizations in Tunis and secured
funding to expand their work. By 2018, more than 1,200 households and 30 companies had subscribed, and they were able to hire three paid permanent staff.
However, the system relied on volunteers and an old truck that kept breaking down.
Multiple times, they were forced to cancel their service at the last minute, and many of
their members grew frustrated and stopped paying. Although they bought a new truck
in 2020 through crowd-funding and resumed reliable service, they are still working to
win back members’ trust.
Because Tunisie Recyclage continues to rely on volunteers and donations, the initiative
may be difficult to replicate elsewhere in Tunisia. Still, the organizers are keen to collaborate with municipalities and other similar organizations to expand their impact and
encourage others to copy their model. They recently joined a consortium of 30 stakeholders working on fighting pollution. They believe that such partnerships may enable
them to influence government strategies in the long term. However, Tunisia’s political
turmoil has made establishing relationships with the right authorities a challenge: in
the 10 years since the revolution, Tunisia’s government has changed seven times.
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er pays” scheme for industrial waste, but
the system is enforced unevenly and some
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Immediately after the revolution, waste
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management deteriorated in both rural
and urban areas. Systems of waste collection and recycling were disrupted.146
More than 70 percent of waste went to
landfills, and 21 percent was dumped in
uncontrolled landfills which proliferated
across the country.147 As one manifestation of the government’s struggles with
waste management since the revolution,
the quantity of waste collected under
ECO-LEF and the number of members of
the system have both decreased dramatically since 2009.148
Waste management is an important aspect
of the new government’s commitment to
decentralization. In 2014, the government
issued a law which enabled municipalities
to achieve financial and administrative
autonomy, which is critical for their ability
to perform their responsibilities in waste

management.149 When municipal elections were held for the first time in May
2018, local elected authorities gained increased powers and became important decisionmakers in waste management. For
the first time, the authorities responsible
for solid waste management were clear
across Tunisia, as every inch of territory
was part of a municipality. The decentralization process therefore created new opportunities for accountability in the waste
management sector.
However, several factors have undermined local authorities’ ability to manage
waste effectively. There was little time between the creation of the new municipalities and local elections, meaning many
local authorities came to power without
knowing what their authorities or responsibilities were.150 Because of weak
revenue collection—just 27 percent of
Tunisians pay municipal taxes—municipalities were overstretched and under-resourced.151 Municipalities also lack data
to inform their strategies of waste man-
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agement. For example, without knowing
where people live, how much trash is generated, and what type of trash is generated, municipalities stand little chance of
optimizing collection processes.152 These
challenges caused a number of mayors to
resign—in the first two years, almost 1 in
10 mayors across Tunisia resigned.153
Various international actors have attempted to support the development
of Tunisia’s solid waste management
systems, but they have enjoyed limited success. The World Bank financed a
$22 million project to support sustainable municipal solid waste management
from 2007 to 2014, which was intended
to provide institutional support, build
infrastructure, manage and monitor projects, and build capacity.154 However, an
independent evaluation in 2015 found
the project to have been “highly unsatisfactory.”155 The revolution disrupted the
project, but the evaluation pointed to
various other shortcomings. It failed to
appreciate the political economy, relied
too much on top-down interventions,
and failed to develop a communications
strategy with local communities, which
led to opposition to new landfills and the
proliferation of illegal dump sites.156
Donors have supported various local initiatives in the solid waste management
space. The German government supported the creation of SWEEP-Net, a regional
solid waste exchange of information and
expertise in the MENA region in 2009.
The platform aimed to serve as a network
for municipalities to share best practices,
but it collapsed when German financing
expired in 2015. Local experts say that

more than ten local waste management
projects have collapsed as they failed to
develop sustainable systems and international financing ran out.157
Local groups and entrepreneurs must
overcome various challenges to engage
in the solid waste management sector,
including incomplete legal frameworks,
negligible government support, and a
lack of private sector investment. The
constant political turmoil since the revolution, terrorist attacks, and now the
Covid-19 pandemic have all undermined
investor confidence in Tunisia’s private
sector, limiting entrepreneurs’ ability to
develop sustainable financing for their
initiatives. Three volunteers founded Tunisie Recyclage in northern Tunis in 2012
as a response to the worsening waste
situation after the revolution. What began as a campaign to raise awareness
about pollution evolved into an association that collected waste from more than
1,000 houses and enterprises. The group
attracted funding from various embassies and other international actors but
remains small-scale and has received no
real support from the Tunisian government.158 Without a sustainable financing
mechanism, it will struggle to expand beyond the northern suburbs of Tunis.
One international project sought to tackle
the issue of informal waste collectors, but
funding expired in 2020. Roughly 10,000
workers in the informal sector, known as
barbechas, collect waste in Tunisia. They
are not permitted to contribute directly
to the ECO-LEF scheme and instead must
sell their waste to middlemen who then
sell it to private recycling factories or
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ANGeD.159 Several international donors
and NGOs have attempted to integrate
barbechas into the formal sector, but the
waste pickers are often very sensitive to
discussions about their status and little
progress has been made.160 One prominent
British-funded project ended in 2020. A
positive development came in 2020 when
parliament passed a “social and solidarity
economy” law which supports collectives
and self-governed businesses that make
a profit and serve a social objective. This
law should give barbechas better protection from health risks and exploitation
but will still not integrate them fully in
the formal waste management sector.161
The Tunisian government has several
good systems in place for solid waste management and has worked to improve the
regulatory environment in recent years.
However, although the government has
shown interest in expensive technological solutions to manage waste—such as
mechanical biological treatment plants—
it has failed to put sufficient effort into
establishing the foundations of basic governance in the sector. For example, the
process for decentralization holds promise for waste management, but many of
the necessary codes have yet to be issued.
Although the challenges to waste management have grown since the revolution, the new political environment has
resulted in some important developments in the space. Corruption remains a
scourge—as seen from the scandal of the
contraband waste from Italy—but now the
media is able to highlight it and the responsible parties were held accountable.
Tunisians now elect local officials who

are responsible for waste management in
their areas and who can be held accountable. However, as long as municipalities
are over-stretched and under-resourced,
they will bear the brunt of public discontent for unsatisfactory performance in
waste management.

ANALYSIS
Tunisia’s revolution—arguably the only
successful revolution of the Arab Spring—
provided the backdrop for a similar revolution in service provision. The organs of
the authoritarian state of Bourguiba and
Ben Ali were weakened, and the public
interest could take center stage in policymaking. Yet, Tunisia also stands as a
reminder that even when existing structures shudder, replacing them with something more resilient is still a daunting
task. New political leaders often lack either the expertise or experience to engender organizational change, and enduring
institutions have incentives to redouble
their efforts to protect or even advance
the interest of those they represent. Tunisia has not failed at the task of adopting
a more environmentally sustainable path
toward service delivery, but neither has
it succeeded. Instead, Tunisia warrants an
“incomplete” as it continues to navigate
the post-revolutionary period and find a
new model of governance that meets the
needs and demands of a public that has
been underserved by its leaders.

COMMONALITIES

F

ailures in service provision are an increasing environmental, economic, and political
threat to Jordan, Lebanon, and Tunisia.

Demand for increased services from growing populations and economies is not the only
source of the problem. Climate change and forced displacement, both of which are beyond
governments’ control, compound the pressures. These governments strain to increase supplies of electricity and water and to dispose of waste, but they are often forced to resort
to short-term fixes that are environmentally and economically unsustainable. Since service
delivery already consumes a huge percentage of their budgets, further increases in spending
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minished economic growth, cumbersome
workarounds, and rising public anger that
often drives thousands to the streets in
protest.
These countries’ mid-twentieth century experience was different. Then, the expansion
of public utilities often seemed like a miracle, bringing improved health and an invigorated economy even to remote and rural areas. Combined with universal education and
expanded transportation options, utilities
were an integral part of the nation-building process for Middle Eastern states. In the
countries under study, utilities helped millions shift their focus from mere survival,
lifted an even larger number out of poverty,
and created opportunities for leisure that
were previously unimaginable.
And yet, the increasing unreliability of
those very same services has become a

The transition to sustainable models of
service provision will require changes in
behavior. Citizens will have to get used to
recycling, farmers will need to grow less
water-intensive crops, and homes and businesses will need to pursue greater energy
efficiency. Some of these changes will face
resistance, but the transition need not be
painful. Incorporating affected stakeholders
in strategic planning and providing them
with appropriate incentives allows the transition to create new virtuous cycles for society and the economy.
In all of the sectors in the countries under
study—power, water and sanitation, and
solid waste—there are differences: in the
ways utilities are organized, in the actors
involved, and in the strategies governments
pursue. Still, there are striking commonalities among them. This investigation of pathways to sustainability has revealed a surprising number of common pathologies that cut
across sectors and countries.

liability. Mere survival has once again become a preoccupation for a growing number of citizens. Poor services contribute to
desperation and disease among vulnerable
populations who cannot afford to pay for
supplements to public utilities. The poor
are more likely to suffer from the effects of
pollutants on air, soil, and water, watching
as environmental degradation shrinks their
children’s opportunities.
Establishing more sustainable systems is
not only critical for the environment and
public health. It can boost local job cre-

OBSTACLES TO THE
TRANSITION TO
SUSTAINABILITY
NATIONAL STRATEGIES

ation, especially among young technical

Governments have ambitious and rela-

graduates who are struggling to establish

tively forward-looking national plans for

their careers, and make businesses more

service delivery. Tunisia incorporated

competitive and efficient.

climate change into its service delivery
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strategies as early as the 1990s, and it
has set an impressive target of reaching
30 percent renewables in its energy mix
by 2030. Jordan has made unprecedented investments in renewables, making it
a leader in the region. These plans indicate that the governments appreciate the
importance of acting to usher in greater
sustainability in service provision.
However, shortcomings in the formulation of these strategies undermine their
potential and will hamper implementation. First, national plans have often
prioritized large infrastructure projects,
and those mega-projects have become
the target of local anger. For example,
protestors closed state oil facilities in
southern Tunisia, activists and industrialists stalled the Red-Dead project in
Jordan, and civil society groups persuaded the World Bank to abandon the controversial Bisri Dam project in Lebanon
after they led a sustained campaign. In
all three countries, citizens believed that
the mega-projects sought to advance
narrow (and often private) interests
in capital cities at the expense of local
stakeholders.
Second, planning often ignores significant populations affected by both the
provision of services and their absence.
In Lebanon, for example, government
planning systematically ignores the
country’s refugee population, despite
their constituting as much as a quarter
of the country’s inhabitants. Tunisia’s
national waste management strategy
excludes more than 10,000 barbechas,
informal waste collectors who collect
most of the plastic that is recycled in the

country. Repeated civil society attempts
to formalize these workers’ roles have
failed, deepening barbechas’ distrust of
the government. Government strategies
cannot succeed if they fail to consider significant numbers of consumers or
large populations whose livelihoods the
strategies threaten. In fact, these failings both jeopardize the strategies’ success and further marginalize large and
vulnerable communities, contributing to
domestic strife.
A third common failing is inadequate intragovernmental coordination. The three
sectors of power, water and sanitation,
and solid waste management are intimately intertwined, and yet in all of the
countries under study, the ministries
and agencies that manage them exist in
silos. A nexus approach in national service delivery, which is currently lacking
in all three countries, would make all of
them more efficient.
Finally, national plans are characterized
by top-down planning, with inadequate
stakeholder consultation and participation across the board. For example, the
Tunisian government has articulated a
commitment to decentralization in the
country’s water strategy, yet the government conducted only negligible consultations with affected parties. The issue is
not merely political inclusion—although
such inclusion would go a long way toward building trust with affected parties.
There is also the need for more engagement with local communities, which
would help ensure that projects built are
appropriate to local needs, contributing
to their ultimate success.

“

Government strategies
cannot succeed if they
fail to consider significant
numbers of consumers or
large populations whose
livelihoods the strategies
threaten.

TRANSPARENCY AND
AWARENESS
Utility provision is an especially opaque
process in these countries, and populations in each country complain that
they have little insight into what governments do in this field and why. For

Governments must do several things simultaneously: connect pricing to costs,
protect the most vulnerable, and address
stakeholders’ concerns. Greater transparency and inclusion of end users in planning processes would provide additional
benefits to governments. For example,
effectively engaging farmers would help
inform government efforts to provide incentives and to vary cost structures with
the goal of persuading farmers to farm
less water-intensive crops. Doing so contributes to government goals of reducing
consumption while also broadening political inclusion.
Poor public awareness of the importance
of sustainable development has complicated governments’ already difficult jobs.
When governments insufficiently explain
sustainable initiatives to local communities, those communities resist change.
For example, an electricity expert in Tunisia noted that rural communities are generally unaware of the direct and indirect
benefits of renewable energy and express
no interest in pursuing it. More explicitly aligning governments with the goals
of improving food security, water access,
and sanitation systems—and explaining
the ways that renewable technology advances those goals—would increase its
acceptance.

example, pricing is generally wholly divorced from the cost of providing utilities, and the public has no idea what
those costs are (and would not trust a
government estimate of them). In addition, broad sectors of the population
have, over time, grown to consider cheap
utilities as an entitlement.

REGULATIONS,
ENFORCEMENT, AND
ACCOUNTABILITY
A widespread sense of pervasive favoritism marks criticisms of governance in
Jordan, Lebanon, and Tunisia. Incomplete
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regulations, uneven enforcement, and
limited accountability define all three
service sectors in all three countries to
varying degrees. In Lebanon, for example,
laws for service provision are incomplete,
outdated, and sometimes contradictory.
Even worse, the regulations that do exist
are unevenly enforced, and entrenched
confessional patronage systems shape every sector of service distribution. Without
independent regulatory bodies for service
provision, corruption—and perceptions of
corruption—festers, eroding public trust.
The post-revolutionary government in Tunisia has taken steps to improve the regulatory environment, but it does not enforce regulations uniformly. In addition,
the government has failed to establish an
independent regulator for the electricity
sector in the face of resistance from the
national utility company and electricians’
unions, and Lebanon has delayed the establishment of an independent regulator
for the electricity sector for decades. The
Jordanian government has struck agreements with private companies in the water sector with little public disclosure.
Stakeholders often have limited avenues
to hold government officials accountable
for poor service provision. Overlapping
authorities and responsibilities between
different ministries and agencies frustrate citizens’ ability to hold underperforming officials to account. Tunisia has
made some progress in this regard, and
the decentralization process has enhanced local accountability for waste
management. However, local officials often lack adequate resources to fulfill their
responsibilities.

HUMAN AND TECHNICAL
CAPACITY
Interviews in all three countries cited
limited human capacity as an important
obstacle to more sustainable service provision. The local politicians who won Tunisia’s 2018 elections became responsible
for waste management, but few had any
experience in the sector, and budget constraints have prevented many municipalities from hiring staff with the requisite
skills. In Lebanon, periodic government
hiring freezes have simultaneously barred
highly competent people from serving in
the government while insulating unproductive employees from accountability.
The Jordanian government lacks necessary
technical skills among its workforce, with
the limited technical capacity of municipal officials posing a particular challenge.
Jordan, Lebanon, and Tunisia struggle to
utilize the human capital that exists. Poor
environments for innovation and entrepreneurship often prompt the most promising entrepreneurs to seek opportunities
abroad rather than in their home country.
Weak links between academia and entrepreneurship also undermine the potential
of innovation in sustainable initiatives to
deliver services.162 The business community has some environmental expertise, but
outside of that, those with relevant skills
find it difficult to engage in any way on
policy decisions with environmental implications.
Aging and dilapidated infrastructure is a
further problem, undermining service delivery and the potential to transition to
more sustainable systems. In Jordan and
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Lebanon, the electricity grid does not allow for an effective use of renewables; in
Tunisia and Lebanon, almost half of mobilized water is wasted due to leakage and
other inefficiencies in the system. Infrastructure must be rehabilitated and upgraded to reduce waste, increase supply,
and facilitate a transition to sustainability.

CAPITAL
Governments cannot simply spend more
money to remedy these issues. All three
countries have poor tax collection regimes.
Jordan and Lebanon have among the lowest rates of tax collection in the Middle
East, and just 29 percent of Tunisians pay
municipal taxes, which fund waste management. Low tax revenue is partly the
result of inefficiencies in government collection systems, but it also represents a
growing trend of citizens refusing to pay
taxes and utility bills on principle. These
protests contribute to a vicious cycle in
which citizens withhold funds to protest
the government’s poor performance, leaving the government with even less ability
to improve service provision.
Governments also struggle to attract foreign investment to improve service provision. All three countries have had multiple changes in governments in the past
decade, undermining investor confidence
in consistent policies and raising fears of
destabilizing power vacuums. Beyond political instability, poor services also contribute to a vicious cycle for the private
sector: unreliable supplies of electricity deter investment that could improve
those same services.

VESTED INTERESTS
Government attempts to encourage
greater investment and private sector
participation in service provision are
met with resistance from powerful actors with vested interests. National utility companies often consider moves to
open up their sectors to new actors to be
a threat. In Lebanon, Electricité du Liban
dominates the energy sector and tries to
quash independent electricity initiatives.
In Tunisia, both the national electricity
and gas company, Tunisian Company of
Electricity and Gas (STEG), and the electricians’ union have resisted the government’s attempts to increase the privatization of the energy sector for fear of a loss
of jobs and lower salaries. In Jordan, electricity distributors are locked into longterm contracts and lack incentives to deal
with the variable nature of renewables on
the grid.
Powerful constituencies have also resisted government plans to enforce environmental standards. In Jordan, several
prominent landowners and agricultural
companies wield significant power, and
they lobby the government against enforcing water conservation strategies. In
Lebanon, factions in the government and
so-called “generator mafias” have worked
to resist the introduction of renewable
technologies.
These vested interests accentuate a feeling that corruption is pervasive. Powerful
constituencies’ ability to block government initiatives undermines any confidence that developments in service provision will be done in good faith. Social
groups are divided against each other.
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also believe that what is truly corrosive
is the massive cheating that the powerful
pursue to advance their own interests.

THE TRUST
DEFICIT

There is little doubt
that a transition to-

ward more sustainable systems of service
delivery in the Middle East would require
new technologies, infrastructure, fee systems, and regulations. All of these can be
bought off the shelf or be custom-designed
by consultants with global experience. On
paper, the new systems will be geared for
success. And yet, even the best systems in
the world cannot succeed by themselves.
Governments implementing these systems
must acknowledge and respond to the nuances of their local contexts, address the
foundations of their political economy,
and act with transparency and inclusivity.
These requirements may appear daunting,
but they come down to something quite
fundamental: if these efforts are to succeed,
governments must build trust.

TRUST AND
SERVICE DELIVERY
Trust is easier to feel than to define. Philosophers,

psychologists,

economists,

political scientists, and others have pondered trust for as long as their academic
fields have existed. Trust is a pervasive
characteristic of human interaction, shaping expectations of behavior between individuals in communities, organizations,
and societies.
Academics have broken trust down into
several categories. The most fundamental
form of trust is relational trust between
two people, in which an individual accepts some kind of vulnerability based
on a positive expectation about the intentions or behavior of another.163 The
next level of trust is organizational trust,
which is a generalized expectation or belief that comes from membership in an
organization.164 A broader sense of trust is
institutional trust, which is a sense of security based on guarantees, safety nets, or
other structures.165 Francis Fukuyama articulated an even broader understanding
of generalized trust, which is “the expectation that arises within a community of
regular, honest, and cooperative behavior,
based on commonly shared norms, on the
part of other members of that community.”166 Political trust is linked to the latter
two, representing confidence in the state’s
ability to mediate between the demands of
competing groups in society.167
The Middle East is broadly considered to
be a low-trust environment.168 This is in
part because of the region’s widespread
economic insecurity. Where people feel
economically secure, they are more likely
to trust their government and have confidence in public institutions; when citizens
fear for their own livelihoods and perceive
their country to be suffering economically,
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they are less likely to trust their governments.169 In addition, studies have found
that institutional trust has deteriorated
in societies rocked by the Arab Spring.
This seems to stem, in part, from citizens’
feeling that the uprisings were disruptive
but provoked little meaningful positive
change.170 Given the economic crises that
are currently raging across the Middle
East—which the Covid-19 pandemic has
exacerbated—trust in government in Jordan, Lebanon, and Tunisia is likely to have
further declined.
Service provision plays an intimate role
in shaping citizens’ attitudes toward the
state. Citizens’ experiences when governments provide services poorly affect not
only their views of state capacity, but of
the state itself.171 Institutional trust has
been found to be the greatest factor determining resource stakeholders’ perceptions of legitimacy: Low levels of trust in
institutions are associated with low levels
of legitimacy.172 Poor government performance abets rule breaking and promotes
defiance in the sectors the government is
seeking to administer, further handicapping government efforts to improve that
performance.
Low-trust environments shape the decisions that individuals make regarding
services and natural resources. Many feel
a need to pursue individual, short-term
gains at the expense of long-term, communal interests because of scant trust
that any future benefits will materialize.
Such individuals are therefore more likely to exhaust accessible resources, such as
groundwater supplies, irrespective of the
long-term consequences for themselves

“

If these efforts are to
succeed, governments
must build trust.

and those around them. The behavior pattern, which academics term a “tragedy of
the commons,” jeopardizes the futures of
individuals and communities alike.173
Low levels of trust also drive individuals toward informal channels to access services.
In the Middle East, this takes the form of
investing in wasta (personal connections)
and bribery to obtain services.174 A belief
that individual citizens lack recourse when
rules are not followed also pushes citizens
toward clientelist networks that are both
economically inefficient and drive further
rule-breaking.175
Seen broadly, low levels of trust increase
costs to governments and consumers
alike. Individuals are unwilling to invest
in better outcomes, seeking to maximize
what they can extract immediately. Governments face reduced compliance by
users; users find they must pay to supplement inadequate services, enter into
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costly networks to ensure services are
delivered, and sometimes both. The patterns create cycles of growing distrust
that raise costs for all parties. The antagonism that the distrust creates spreads
into other aspects of social and political
life. Without enhancing trust, no government strategy to deliver sustainable services will succeed.

BUILDING TRUST IN LOWTRUST ENVIRONMENTS
Building trust in low-trust environments
such as the Middle East is difficult. Some
scholars have proposed a phased approach
up the chain of trust described above.
That is, one should begin with efforts to
enhance relational trust among individuals and within small groups, then organizational trust, then institutional trust,
and finally generalized trust.176 Based on
this approach, policymakers may wish to
focus on building trust within individual
communities as a first step. Building community trust could ward against marginalized individuals’ tendency to make myopic
decisions.177 When individuals have confidence their community can help cushion
any short-term pain of transitions and ensure longer-term benefits, they are more
likely to prioritize future gains such as the
transition to sustainability. Sustained engagement of the community is one way
that policymakers can build this trust.
In another strategy, local organizations
operating in low-trust environments can
build “secluded worlds” of high trust.178
They may not be able to rely on generalized trust in society, but they can build

organizational or even interorganizational
trust. Cooperative enterprises that manage resources or provide utilities have built
pockets of trust in other low-trust environments.179 These experiences indicate
that entrepreneurial and local initiatives
may be key to building the trust required
for a transition to sustainability.
However, the task of building trust in
low-trust environments is not reserved
for local initiatives alone. Governments
can build trust by identifying and amplifying success stories. The World Bank has
argued that “states can identify and popularize local successes by using the media,
awards, and other campaigns to draw attention to best practices and to the social
norms of responsive and clean service delivery and government.”180 Policymakers
can also learn from those who have made
the system work to identify ways of circumventing vested interests and building
on those insights.181

BUILDING TRUST IN
JORDAN, LEBANON,
AND TUNISIA
Regional governments, donors, and international organizations are properly
focused on technical efforts to promote
more sustainable utility services in Jordan,
Lebanon, and Tunisia. Yet, technology is
only a part of the equation. Governments’
ability to earn the trust of their citizens is
the other part. Societies must not only pay
the costs of outdated and inefficient infrastructure; so too must they pay the very
real costs of defiance and circumvention
of consumption constraints, utility theft,
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bribery, supplemental services, and political corruption.
Governments must also build citizens’
trust in the business environment. They
must demonstrate that rules will be applied evenly, and they must engender confidence that future government strategies
will not undermine sustainable business
models. Insufficient strategic planning
has long undermined companies working in renewables in Lebanon and Jordan.
By handicapping entrepreneurs, governments undermine their own plans for a
sustainable future.
The onus does not rest entirely on governments. Greater sustainability will require
changes in behavior from a wide range
of stakeholders. Elites—from the heads
of utility companies to wealthy farmers—cannot be allowed to wield vetoes
over policy. On the other end of the spectrum, marginalized communities must be
weaned from consumption patterns that
rely on highly subsidized government services. In truth, the status quo has been
entrenched by incentives that reward current behaviors. These behaviors will need
to be dismantled by a careful deployment
of carrots and sticks. Trust is the currency
that runs through these relationships, and
that trust must be enhanced.

THE GOVERNMENT’S ROLE
The most fundamental way of increasing public and private sector trust in the
transition to sustainability is to increase
transparency and clamp down on corruption. Doing so is not as hard as it sounds.
Records for procurement processes and

accounts can be digitized and made publicly available. Independent regulatory authorities to enforce regulations and allow
for auditing are also required. High-profile investigations into elite corruption,
such as the Italian waste scandal in Tunisia, can help address the trust deficit and
show seriousness of government action
on corruption. Technology also provides
multiple ways for citizens to undermine
corrupt monopolies. On the one hand, fintech allows for the efficient, transparent,
and low-cost transfer of cash, eliminating
predatory middlemen. Technology also
allows citizens to share both analysis and
documentation freely, whether of conditions at the point of service or corruption
at senior levels. While those with malign
intent can use technology to obscure and
obfuscate, the greater trend is using technology to level the playing field between
the powerful and everyone else.
Governments must also support inclusion.
They should increase stakeholder consultation and participation to government
planning and decisionmaking processes. Being more inclusive will allow policymakers to target social and economic
incentives to different communities to
encourage them to engage in more environmentally sustainable initiatives. Providing context-specific carrots (and sticks,
when necessary) is key to persuading
skeptical stakeholders that the government understands their concerns.
National strategies should be built to maximize the benefits for those who need it
most. Focusing on local job creation will
also build trust. Part of utility unions’ aversion to innovation in the services sector is
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a fear of job losses. Governments should
seek to ensure that the transition to sustainable services will demonstrably grow
the economy, stimulate job creation for local communities, and develop the skills of
the workforce to work in new industries.
Governments should also adopt new strategies to build awareness of their sustainability programs. Communication strategies should be tailored to ensure that
they resonate with specific communities
and stakeholders. Providing more space
for civil society to operate independently
will buttress these efforts and increase an
important source of accountability in service provision. And governments should
amplify success stories through strategies
such as media campaigns and awards.
Governments’ must price services more
sustainably. Untargeted subsidies are not
only costly overall, but subsidies increase
as consumption increases, and they provide the greatest benefits to the wealthiest. In reducing subsidies, governments
will need to do so in phases while simultaneously enhancing social safety nets.
Supplemental cash transfers to vulnerable
communities must accompany price increases. Higher prices are necessary to foster entrepreneurship in sustainability, but
suddenly removing energy subsidies without any compensatory income—as may
happen in Lebanon—will further grow the
trust deficit.
Governments must forge new partnerships
with the private sector that escape from
traditional patron-client relationships and
spur the private sector toward socially desirable entrepreneurship. Demonstrating
a clear and long-term commitment to en-

“

The status quo has
been entrenched by
incentives that reward
current behaviors. These
behaviors will need to be
dismantled by a careful
deployment of carrots
and sticks.

vironmentally sustainable initiatives will
help reassure private sector entities that
participating in the sector will have longterm benefits. Governments should also
examine and rework investment codes
to facilitate local and foreign investment
while providing businesses incentives to
train workers and hire locally.

INNOVATION,
ENTREPRENEURSHIP,
AND TRUST
While national governments can create
a broad environment that is conducive
to entrepreneurship, local initiatives have
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an important role to play in bolstering the
government-led transition to sustainability. They can do this by creating pockets
of trust and effectiveness. Local initiatives
can improve state services when their efforts relieve pressure on state suppliers,
making those services more reliable and
building public confidence in the overall
system. Such initiatives can also relieve
pressure on state budgets.
Local and decentralized initiatives can also
play a critical role in achieving community buy-in for sustainable service delivery.
Local initiatives are likely to be more responsive to local needs, prompting context-specific solutions that are effective in
the local political economy. If initiatives
focus on local job creation, they can combat brain drain and help ensure the retention of skilled employees. Private entities
have an important role to play in developing the skills of local communities so that
they can perform the required jobs. For
example, Biome Solar Industry in Tunisia
established a training center for the installation of solar water heaters, which led to
the creation of more than 90 micro-enterprises across the country.
Private initiatives contribute new streams
of revenue to the government through
taxation. A subsequent benefit of increasing taxation enforcement is that it can
help build accountability in the government, and so reinforce the social contract
between citizens and the government.
Non-state initiatives may be more cost
effective than public sector initiatives
and have lower operating costs. Therefore, they can contribute to lower costs
for consumers.

For all of the differences in environmental
conditions, political structures, and business environments in the countries under study, very strong commonalities link
them. What were once revolutionary and
successful enterprises to provide services
to expanding portions of the population
are now strained institutions. Subsidies on
utility services have become entitlements,
straining the budgets of institutions that
provide them and driving consumption of
those services higher. Popular politics provide little check on government action, in
part because politicians support the subsidies and in part because the utilities fit
into broader patterns of political and commercial patronage.
Environmentally sustainable initiatives
do more than merely hold out the promise of reliable and economical provision of
services; they also help build trust by providing tangible evidence of government
and private-sector activity that improve
people’s lives. From the seed of seemingly
pedestrian public utilities, a more vibrant
relationship can emerge between the governing and the governed.

CONCLUSION

L

ibrary shelves groan under the weight of
decades worth of policy studies on the
Middle East.

Every aspect of the region’s foreign affairs, politics, economic development, social and educational policy, and agricultural strategies seems to have been examined closely. Yet very
few of those studies consider the provision of public services, and that is a mistake.
Public services such as power, water, and waste seem hopelessly pedestrian and remote
from serious policy concerns in a world of glamorous conferences and high-wire diplomacy.
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Few scholars of the region have been to
cities and neighborhoods where services
are irregular. Their contacts, almost inevitably living in wealthy neighborhoods in
capital cities, have found work-arounds.
The failure to provide services is lamentable, but too often it is seen as marginal to
the real issues at hand.

mance, and deep perceptions of favoritism

As previously suggested, public services
such as power, water, and waste provide
a powerful lens through which to view
the actual interactions between governments and societies, and between elites
and the public, in the Middle East. These
utilities account for massive amounts of
public spending, and they affect the lives
of every resident. In many middle-income
countries, including the ones under study,
these utilities have become increasingly
contentious as governments have strained
to meet swiftly escalating demand. Many
efforts to meet that rising demand have
layered incremental solutions on top of
incremental solutions. The results have
been expensive, environmentally unsustainable, and ultimately inadequate for
national needs.

fields, in part because of inadequate sup-

Technological advances in recent years
provide opportunities for more affordable
and sustainable solutions. Operating costs
are lower, negative environmental impacts
are minimized, and reliability is increased.
As an added benefit, many of these advances can be managed locally, connecting
communities to services and creating jobs
for young people.

Public services such as
power, water, and waste
provide a powerful lens
through which to view
the actual interactions
between governments
and societies, and
between elites and the
public, in the Middle East.

And yet, widespread skepticism of government inhibits the adoption of many
of these technologies. Overly centralized
organization, a checkered record of perfor-

and self-dealing make millions doubt that
sustainable solutions are sustainable at
all. The public fears that such efforts will
only enrich the powerful and exacerbate
the unfair status quo. In addition, the political economies of many countries do not
reward entrepreneurs working in these
port for entrepreneurs in general, and in
part because of the political benefits that
accrue from sustaining the status quo.

“
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Yet, those same obstacles signal the importance of success in this endeavor. Sustainable delivery of services will do more than
merely improve environmental conditions
in the Middle East and provide more reliable services to broad populations; it is
also a vehicle to address the corrosive lack
of trust in many Middle Eastern societies.
That distrust is growing as governments
are increasingly unable to meet the needs
of their citizens. Building the capacity and
accountability of local authorities will
change their relationship with citizens for
the better. Governments that are able to
model effectiveness, efficiency, and fairness in the provision of services will win
greater compliance in a range of regulatory
activities. Nurturing a climate that fosters
and rewards innovation in the environmental field will have ancillary benefits as
well, not only creating a market for technological innovation but also providing
opportunities for talented young men and
women to advance their countries while
they advance their own careers.
The policy studies on the Middle East address a myriad of issues, attribute them to
many causes, and prescribe a wide array
of solutions. Their diversity can feel overwhelming. To an unusual degree, a serious
effort to increase the environmental sustainability of utilities would have a positive
impact well beyond its notional parameters. It would have a halo effect on many
of the most serious social, economic, and
political challenges facing these societies.
Technological advances allow services to
be provided more effectively, economically, and sustainably than they are now,
reaching larger populations more efficiently. The systems, habits, and behaviors

necessary to do so are within reach, and
their benefits would extend far beyond the
narrow realm of the services themselves.
Technology can provide the pathway, but
it is not enough. Governments and their
citizens must seize the opportunity.

“

Governments that
are able to model
effectiveness, efficiency,
and fairness in the
provision of services will
win greater compliance
in a range of regulatory
activities.
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